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Sears Roebuck Scholarships

Merlon Cory Speaks To Tau Beta Pi;

Open To20 Clemson Freshmen

Twenty Engineering Students Initiated

Better Relations Planned For
Clemson-Furman Game Sat.

Members of the South Carolina Ga. By virtue of having qualiAlpha chapter of Tau Beta Pi, fied as a first semester junior with
CLASS SCHEDULE CHANGES honorary engineering fraternity a grade point ratio greater than
Thanksgiving holidays will be- on the Clemson campus, were 7.25, J. C. Ferguson is designated
gin at 1 p. m, Wednesday, No- addressed last Thursday evening as an honor member.
New members from the senior
vember 23, and will end at 10 p. by Mr. Merton M. Cory, president
of the Executive Council of the class, with grade point ratios of
m. Sunday, November 27.
Representatives of the Blue Key chapters from Clemson
Twenty Sears Roebuck Foundation scholarships, each On Monday, Tuesday, and Wed- Tau Peta Pi Association. Mr. Cory, 6:00 or higher, are as follows: H.
and Furman met iast ek to &ve the wa toward
worth $100.00, will be awarded to first semester freshmen on nesday, November 21-through No- recently retired head of the elec- O. Abercrombie, mechanical enM
23, students will follow trical engineering department at gineering, Central; H. B. Bagwell,
llationships between the two schools. Robert Rayle, Howell
the basis of a competitive examination to be held later this vember
mechanical
engineering,
the schedule of classes as regu- Michigan State College, arrived Jr.,
Dr.
G.
H.
Aull,
head
of
the Arthur and Arthur Banks of the Celmson chapter, conferred
month, Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean of the School of Agriculture, larly outlined for Thursday, Fri- here with his wife on Thursday Spartanburg ;G. M. Devlin, me- agricultural economics departday, and Saturday, respectively. morning, and the couple were en- chanical engineering, Greenwood; ment and president of the South- with Furman chapter president Tommy Kay and other Hursaid today.
tertained during the day by Prof. M. E. Giddings, civil engineering,
All freshmen enrolled in the*
and Mrs. S. R. Rhodes, Dean S. B. Tacoma Park, Md.; C. S. Hogan, ern Economics Association, will ricane members.
School of Agriculture and residents
— ♦ At the fellowship meeting, the
Earle, and several students. Mr. electrical engineering, North Au- preside at a convention of the
of South Carolina are eligible to
following resolutions were proand Mrs. Cory were making a trip gusta; H. J. Lark, electrical en- association which will be held in
take the examination.
posed:
through the South visiting the gineering, Easley; C. W. Long, Knoxville, Tennessee, on NoIn order to discuss the details
vember
18
and
19.
' (1) that the Clemson and FurTau Beta Pi chapters in the area. civil engineering, Newberry; W.
of the Sears scholarship, a meetHe will make a presidential adman student bodies be commendFrom here they proceeded to the F. Marscher, mechanical engineering of all first semester freshmen
ed for their spirit of friendly riUniversity of Tennessee in Knox- ing, Beaufort; W. C. Moorman, ■ dress ro the attending delegates,
Dr. Poole, Mr. Metz, and Dean
enrolled in the School of Agriculi the subject of which will be
valry and good conduct at the
civil
engineering,
Florence;
W.
T.
ville.
ture will be held in the auditorium Kinard will represent Clemson at
i "Economics of the Bible."
athletic contests between the two
Reeder,
electrical
engineering,
The
fall
initiation
of
new
memthe
annual
meeting
of
the
SouthThe Department of State and the
of Long Hall on Monday, NovemMembers of the agricultural
schools last year.
Laurens;
R.
L.
Rogers,
electrical
bers
of
the
Clemson
chapter
was
ern Association of Colleges and Preident's Board have announced
ber 21, at 7:00 P. M.
j
economics
department
who
will
(2) that the student bodies be
engineering,
Charleston;
M.
E.
Faculty members are urging all Secondary Schools in Houston, the opening of competitions for timed to coincide with Mr. Cory's
I
also
attend
are
Dr.
J.
M.
Stepp;
urged
to conduct themselves in
eligible freshmen to take the ex- Texas, November 21 through De- U. S. Government awards for grad- visit, the occasion for Mr. Corys' Russo, civil engineering, New '< Dr. W. H. Peterson; Prof. Esser;
All seniors who are planning such a manner this week-end as
address
being
an
initiation
canY,
N.
Y;
J.
B.
Sowell,
Jr.,
mecember
1.
uate study in foreign countries.
amination. Each of the best
L. P. Malphrus; and Prof. Carson to graduate in February or June to reflect credit upon' themselves
This association is the ReThe scholarships offered to quet at which twenty new student chanical engineering, Asheville, Evans.
twenty papers will qualify for the
are reminded that#the form, which and upon the school which they
gional Accrediting Agency' which American, graduate students are members and one new faculty N. C; R. P. Taylor, civil engi$100.00 scholarship awards.
Professors G. W. Biggs, C. C. was drawn up by the job place- represent.
member
were
honored.
Mr.
Carl
neering,
Greenville;
and
F.
D.
Important changes in the scheAmong the twenty recipients of accredits colleges and high schools made available as a result of Pub- Lewis Becker, member of the Wright, civil engineering, Bilt- : Davis, D. A. Ludwig, and H. H. ment committee to help seniors
; Macaulay, and Ro^ Wood will in securing employment after dule of classes have been anSears award last year, the student in the South. In order to be a lic Law 584 (Fulbright Act).
These awards provide travel pay, electrical engineering faculty and more, N. C.
I represent the economics depart - graduation, is ready for the se- nounced by the Registrar's office.
having the highest grade point member, colleges and high schools
a graduate of Brown University,
It was announced at the banratio will receive an additional must conform to rigid require- tuition, and maintenance for study was the faculty member taken in- quet that Cephus W. Long had | ment of the school of arts and niors to fill out.
For Saturday, November 19,
science at the meeting.
$200.00 scholarship for his sopho- ments set up by this association. abroad for one academic year. The to the association.
Any senior wishing to have changes are as follows:
won
the
five-dollar
award
for
more year. On this basis, Dr. This league was organized for number of opportunities in the ! The following juniors, with writing the best pledge essay.
these forms placed on file should
Inspection will be at 8:00
_*.
Cooper pointed out that each year the betterment of the education various participating countries are grade point rates of 6.50 or highbe aware of the fact that this is
9:05 classes will be at 8:35
The
banquet
at
Seigler's
Steak
one of the twenty scholarship win- system of Southern high schools as follows: United Kingdom, 156;, er, were initiated: G. C. Aldous, House in Walhalla followed a forbeing done for his benefit and
10:05 classes will be at 9:20
Belgium and Luxembourg, 22;
ners will eventually receive a to- and colleges.
that it is his responsibility to con11:05 classes will be at 10:05
electrical
engineering,
from
Naval
mal
initiation
ceremony
in
Riggs
Dr. Poole is a former president Burma 3; Netherlands, 26; -and Base; T. R. Boykin, mechanical
tal of $300.00 toward his college
tact his dean in this matter .
12:05 classes will be at 10:50
Hall.
Local
president
Sam
L.
Philippines, 6.
i of the association.
expenses.
These changes have been made
Two copies are to be filled out,
A junior staff for the 1950
Also twelve in Greece; ten in! engineering, McColl; J. C. Fergu- Pettit, civil engineering senior
one for the registrar's office and so as to enable the Clemson stuson,
electrical
engineering,,
West
from
Roebuck,
presided
at
the
TAPS was elected at a recent
New Zealand; and France offers
Asheville, N. C; J. C. Von Kae- banquet. Following the steak meeting of the senior staff, ac- the other will be turned in to the dents to be in Greenville for the
220.
dean of the department in which pre-game parade sponsored by the
In the case of Italy, Norway, and nel, mechanical engineering, Mon- supper Pettit introduced Mr. Mer- cording to information received
Greenville Retail Merchants.
the student is enrolled.
roe,
Wis.;
and
C.
L.
Woollen,
Jr.,
ton
M.
Cory,
who
addressed
the
from J. D. McMahan, editor of
Iran, the exact number of scholarThe week-end of Furmanmechanical
engineering,
Atlanta,
group
on
some
of
the
policies
and
This
form
has
been
given
carethe yearbook.
ships to be offered is not available
Clemson rivalry will begin in
problems of the association on a
at this time.
Members named for the com- ful and serious thought to embody Memorial Stadium here- at 2 p. m.,
national scale, also giving infor- ing year were T. C. Calhoun, the fundamental
information
The basic eligibility require-1
mation about finance. Mr. Cory civil engineering freshman of which most companies seeking when the freshman teams meet.
ments are American citizenship,
The Furman freshmen risk a percommented also on his favorite Charlotte, N. C; H. M. Chaplin, graduates desire.
a college degree or its equivalent
Dr. J. H. Sams, vice-dean,*1
fect slate Friday while Clemson
impressions
on
this
his
first
trip
agronomy junior of Neeces, S. C;
by the time the candidate takes up '
school of engineering and Prohas won two and lost an equal
through
the
South.
Several
of
his award, and knowledge of the
W. H. D. Gaillard, arts and scifessor George B. Nutt, head of agnumber.
the faculty members present were ences junior of Florence, S. C; Slipstick Members
language
of
the
country
sufficient
ricultural engineering department,
A capacity crowd of some 16,to carry on his studies .abroad. *A Many books concerning astron- called upon to make a few re- J. B. Gardner, agricultural eco-attended-the 38th annual meeting
000 people is expected in Sirrine
marks
after
the
address.
Interested applicants may get omy have been recently received
nomics junior of Mullins, S. C;
of the National Council of EnStadium at 2 p. m. to witness the
The occasion was attended by and J. F. Hare, mechanical engi- Meet In Walhalla
further information from K. N. by the Clemson Library.
gineer Examiners held at Daytoannual "grudge" game between
fifty
of
the
fifty-eight
Tau
Beta
Periodical
publications
in
this
The
staff
of
The
Slipstick,
engiVickery, assistant registrar, in the
neering sophomore of Columbia,
na Beach, Fla.
the two arch rival South Carolina
Pi
members
on
the
campus.
field have also become a part of
neering publication of Clemson,
Registrar's office.
S. C.
Members of the State Boards of
neighbors.
the astronomy collection.
Also W. R. Mattox, arts and held a steak supper at Seigler's
The Clemson College Concert
Engineer Examiners of 38 states
Tommy Kay of the Furman
The
Astronomical
Society
of
the
Steak
House
in
Walhalla
on
Tuessciences junior of Columbia, S.
were present. South Carolina and Committee announced recently
Blue Key will welcome the ClemPacific has recently published a
C; D. L. Milling, civil engineer- day night, November 15.
Florida were the only states that that it is establishing Sunday afsmall monthly leaflet which conFourteen members of the staff son men before the game Saturing freshman of Haddonfield, N.
had all members of their local ternoon concerts, the first of which
day, and Robert Rayle, president
tains
articles
on
astronomy
and
attended.
J.; J. GM. Nowell, textile manuis to be presented in the College
boards present.
related subjects. A typical article
An informal business meeting of the Tiger chapter, will respond.
facturing sophomore of CharlesA number of problems were Chapel on December 4, at 3:30 p.
No other student activities are
in the pamphlet is "The Interior
ton, S. C; James Patterson, archi- followed the meal, and plans were
discussed involving various classi- m.
Plans
for
the
Thanksgiving
Sunlaid
for
publication
of
the
next
planned,
as Saturday marks the
of
the
Sun,"
which
was
a
part
of
tectural junior of Spartanburg, S.
These free concerts represent an
fications of engineers, particurise Service which 'will be held at C; and W. J. Rabon, architectu- issue which will be .publnshed , 1949 Homecoming at Furman UmNine agricultural students were Leaflet No. 248, November, 1949.
larly the problem of reciprocal effort to bring to students of ClemThe Society also publishes a the Clemson Methodist Church ral junior of Marion, S. C.
later in the year.
versity.
registration when an engineer son and residents of neighboring initiated into Alpha Zeta, naquarterly
magazine which will be have been completed.
communities, Sunday afternoon tional honorary agricultural framoves from one state to another.
The service will be held at 6:15
Laws of some states are such entertainment of a sort that will ternity, on Thursday night, No- of much interest to students of this
science. The November and De- a. m. Tuesday, November 22, and Language Association
that another examination is re- merit serious hearing. It will be vember 3.
quired, but most states are hav- the 'policy of the Concert CommitThe new members, chosen for j cember issue contains an account will be conducted by the students To Hold Convention
ing these laws modified. Under tee to bring to the campus rising their outstanding achievements in j of the first meeting of the Western j of the college. W. P. (Doc) Robthe school of agriculture, are Amateur Astronomers, which was ! erts, agricultural economics senior
the modification, when a man has and as yet little known artists.
The South Atlantic Modern
of Columbia will deliver the
been registered in one state, he
Inaugurating the Sunday series Richard B. Anderson, poultry held in August at the University of I Thanksgiving message.
Language Association will hold a
California.
Several retired Clemson profes-*—
will be able to obtain a license in will be Mr. Thomas Brockman, husbandry major from Sleepy
Music for the occasion will be conference at Queen's College in sors and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff
A review of astronomy and althe influence which former Clemanother state by making applica- pianist, of Greenville and Philadel- Eye, Minn.; Clifford M. Cofer, agCharlotte,
N.
C.,
and
at
Davidson
provided
by
the
Clemson
College
tion and submitting proof of his phia. Mr. Brockman has studied ricultural engineering junior of i lied sciences is published ten times Glee Club, under the direction of in Davidson, N. C, on November were extended an invitation by son graduates have exerted in
; yearly by the Goodshell Observathe Clemson Alumni Club of Wash- their government; Professor Lee
previous registration.
at the Curtis Institute of Music, Charlotte, N. C; Lee DeYoung,
25 and 26.
tory of Carleton College in Min- Professor Hugh H. McGarity.
ington, D. C, to be guests of the talked on the importance of archiStates with similar require- the Philadelphia Conservatory, horticulture senior of Clemson;
The
following
Clemson
profesThis
service
is
sponsored
annualnesota. "Sky and Telescope," pubtecture and the advancements
ments can clear an engineer anr the Juillard Graduate School. James W. Dobson, Jr., agronomy lished by Harvard College Obser- ly by one of the local churches.
sors will attend; Dr. M. A. Ow- organization at a recent meeting.
Among those who attended were
through the office of the Natioinal He was graduated from the latter. senior from Central; and Samuel. vatory, is available for the general
People who plan to attend are ings, Mr. F. H. Macintosh, Dr. Mr. Holtzendorff, general secretary made in the School of Architecture
at Clemson; and Mr. Holtzendorff
Council of Engineers which gives He is the holder of the Youth W. Hastings, horticulture junior reader and especially the amateur requested to be seated in the J. C. Green, Mr. D. I. Purser, Mr.
of the "Y"; A. B. Bryant, former spoke on the necessity of the Y. M.
him credentials that can be used Award, and has appeared as solo- of Norfolk, Va.
C.
M.
McGee,
and
Dr.
R.
Taylor.
church at 6:15 since the service
astronomer.
for his application for a license in ist with orchestras under the baton
Other Clemson professors at- extension service journalist; Pro- C. A.
Also Jack S. McGinnis, animal
Students are invited to consult will begin promptly at this lime.
fessor S. M. "Major" Martin, forother states having the* same re- of such famous conductors as Or- husbandry junior of Mooresboro, : the librarians for reading interests
The group left on Tuesday, NoThe services will last approxi- tending are Mr. W .W. Powell mer head of the mathematics dequirements.
mandy and Mitropoulos.
vember 1, and arrived in CharlotN. C; James K. Price, animal and other aid.
and Mr. A. H. Holt.
mately forty minutes.
partment;
and
Professor
Rudolf
The National Council has been
Mr. Brockman has given recitals husbandry junior from Gaffney;
tesville, Virginia that night. They
Lee, retired head of the School of met with a group of alumni there
instrumental in obtaining more in Boston Washington, Philadel- Robert M. Prince, agricultural enArchitecture.
uniform registration laws through- phia, and other cities in the East gineering sophomore from Lynchamong which were Dr. Wilson Ger
The invitation was extended by Dr. John Fulmer, and Mr. Frank
out the country.
and Mid-West this season.
burg; and Robert B. Scott, animal
Mr. Roland Lee, former president Ix and spent the night in CharThe Concert Committee has husbandry junior of York.
All states of the Union and the
of the Washington Alumni Club.
three territories now have regis- made arrangements to present four
lotetsville.
An informal social period was!
These professors, who were untration laws, but there is con- concerts in this series, and it is held immediately following the
On the following day they arable to make such a trip during rived in Washington, D. C. where
siderable difference in the laws of felt that these will fill a long initiation ceremonies.
As we mentioned before Mrs. their lengthy teaching careers, they were received by Lt. Col.
some of the states.
standing need for Sunday afterBy BILL BERRY
Manningham is slowly being were asked to come and speak to Harold Folk, present Washington
The South Carolina delegation noon entertainment.
Theatrical skill and a great deal
driven crazy by her money-mad the alumni on certain problems Alumni head who is employed by
included Dean R. L. Sumwalt of
Uniform Allowance
of experience, in direction as well
husband; and since her mother which they thought were import- the World Bank.
the University of South Carolina;
as production, will go into thf
died of insanity, she is more than ant to Clemson. Mr. Bryan spoke
Col. L. S. Letellier, or Citadel; S. C. Trade Teachers
While in Washington the group
Will Be Increased
presentation of "Angel Street."
half convinced that she too is fol- on the need for more adequate li- visited offices of outstanding
Dr. J. H. Sams, of Clemson; Prof. To Take Revised Tests
This play, by the Clemson Little
lowing in her mother's footsteps. brary facilities and the possibili- Clemson alumni Who hold vital
G. B. Nutt, of Clemson; Mr. R. L.
Increases in ROTC uniform al- Theater, will be presented on NoThere will be a revision of
Gaynelle Williams will be seen ties of the erection of a new library jobs in the nation's capitol, visited
Sweeney, consultant engineer of
lowances
have
been
recently
auvember 21 and 22 in the College
fourteen different trade tests durin
the role of Nancy, the impudent building; Major Martin spoke on several embassys, and went sightAnderson; and Mr. T. Keith Leing the latter part of February. All thorized. The increase in al- Chapel.
maid, who plays up to Mr. Manngare, of Columbia.
lowance
will
affect
all
cadets
exseeing.
Charlie Pace, who plays the part
trade teachers in South Carolina
ingham, and he in turn plays
After a pleasant stay in the meProfessor George B. Nutt repre- will be required to take these tests cept those students who are in of Sergeant Rough, reluctantly adalong. Miss Williams was gradusented the American Society of
tropolis, the group returned to
Dr.
Aull
Main
Speaker
for qualifications as teachers in advanced ROTC courses and who mits that his first play was a
ated from the Calhoun-Clemson
Clemson, Thursday, November 3.
Agricultural Engineers at this their various jobs. This work is are now under contract.
grammar school production called
High School last June, and prior
meeting and gave a short address being done in cooperation with the
Men who are now in training "Don't Take My Penny." The part
to that time she had taken part in At Lutheran Supper
on the subject of registration of State Department of Certification. will continue to be paid at the was a character role and Pace
three of the Little Theater's plays.
agricultural engineers.
rate
which
was
in
effect
at
the
says that from that day on he has
The tests will be on both pracDr. G. H. Aull was the speaker
Also she did a fine job in "Our
time
they
signed
the
agreement.
played the part of a character.
tical and theoretical knowledge.
Town," which was presented this at a steak supper held on NovemStudents
in
basic
ROTC
courses
Perhaps his best performance was
Each will last approximately six
Station Hit By Fire
summer.
ber 2 at the Luthern Church. This
hours. They will be held in dif- will receive commutation in lieu in "Arsenic and Old Lace" when he
Women are all the same; they all
Ardis Anderson will make her supper highlighted the opening of
of
uniform
allowance.
This
'subportrayed Dr. Einstein. Sergeant
ferent centers according to locality.
Back In Operation
first appearance on the stage for the recently completed basement have the same gadgets.
Two of the centers for the white sidization will amount to $25 per Rough is a benign police inspector,
—E. Waite
the Clemson Little Theater. Mrs.
The Downtown Tank Car Ser- trade teachers will be Greenville year, sixteen dollars more than who tries his hand at love making
of the church. There were approxAnderson
will
take
the
part
of
the
present
rate
6f
pay.
vice Station operated by Jacquline and Columbia, and one of the cenon the side.
Some of the fellows were wonthe Housekeeper, who aids Mrs. imately fifty students present at
The advance allowance will go
Severidge, Inc., is again serving ters for the colored teachers will
Mr. Manningham is portrayed
dering why so many coeds signed
Manningham and Sergeatn Rough the supper.
its customers after a brief suspen- be at the area trade school in into effect for first and second by Bob Casale. Bob's first attempt
in proving that Mr. Manningham
year men at the beginning of the at conquering the stage came when
sion of operation due to fire.
Denmark.
The basement has been the up this course (Labor Problems)
this summer.
js
a
homicidal
maniac.
Before
she
fiscal
year.
The station was damaged Nohe was in high school with a small
For the last three years, J. L.
meeting 'place of the Luthern Stu—"Chaplin" Wood
came to Clemson Mrs. Anderon
Under new contracts, advanced part in "Hamlet." Manningham is
vember 4 when a loaded tank Brock, acting head of Industrial
dent Association for the past sevcaught fire on the driveway. Re- Education at Clemson, has devel- ROTC students will receive $90 intent upon" driving his wife in- Gaynelle Williams and Bob Cas- played the 'part of a nosey post- eral weeks. When the auditorium
To get something from this
pairs were commenced Saturday, oped the tests in S. C. South Car- as uniform allowance during the sane, and he goes about this menial ale are shown above as they re- mistress in "Looking Lovely."
is completed, the basement will be
Behind the scenes, where good converted into a recreation room course you must know three things:
the day after the conflagration oc- olina is a pioneer in the field of third and fourth year of training. task by accusing her of petty aber- hearse a scene from "Angel
curred.
Street" This play will be pre- hard work takes the place of act- for the students. The room will what the book thinks, what you
rations that he has arranged.
trade tests. California and two Previous allowance was $83.91.
think, and what the professor
First
year
advanced
students
Saturday and Sunday were spent j other states are also beginning to
The role of Mrs. Manningham sented by the Clemson Little ing, Ollie Stukes is the produc- be furnished with a fully equipped
will receive one half of the al- is characterized by Mary Russell Treater on November 21 and 22, tion manager. Jim Beall is the kitchen and recreational facilities. thinks the book thinks.
in removing the tank truck and i give them.
—"Stair" Stepp
repairing the damaged building, j L. R. Booker, Itinerant Teacher- lowance for this year, and the in- Eleazer, who, from all advanced at eight o'clock in the College master electrician, and Jack SkerService
on
November
6
were
1
creased
rates
will
be
received
next
att
is
serving
as
stage
manager.
reports, will turn in her usual ex- Chapel.
Monday and Tuesday saw the trainer of Industrial Education at
The rhinocerous is one of the
The set has been designed by conducted by Rev. O. S. Elbert,
cellent performance. This is Mary
completion of the installation of Clemson, will bring to a conclusion year.
Eastern Secretary of the National most even dispositioned animals
The present subsistence rate of Russell's third part with the Clem- "Dark of the Moon," and while "Buzz" Buzzell.
new pumps and repair work was a series of Trade-Teacher lectures,
in the world. He's mad all the
A scale model of this set can be Student Council.
done on the cement driveway. which he has been giving for the ninety cents per day ,not to ex- son group, her parts were in "Isle" attending the University of South
Work on the church is expected time.
.. _
Business was back to normal Wed- last three weeks in connection with ceed a total of 570 days, will and "Sparkin." While at Converse, Carolina, she was a member of the seen in Hoke Sloan's showroom
—"Frog" Ware
to be completed in the near future.
window.
nesday.
Miss Eleazer was in a play entitled Columbia Town Treater.
the Trade Program at Spartanburg- continue to remain in effect
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Discussion Of Competition Will Be

Aull Is Speaker At
Southern Economics
Association Meetino
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In the past, deans of the different schools have shown
interest in their seniors by keeping reference cards on each Talk of the Town
graduating student.

These cards were made available to

prospective employers .
At the request of students, trie deans met to consolidate
their efforts.

Each senior will fill out an information card

to be filed with the dean of his school.

A copy of this card

will be sent to the registrar's office, thereby estabhshing a

When Students Become Ashame To
Bring Girls To Games Something's Bad
By Charles Kennemore

Education and training requirements bring many questions from
veterans who expect to use their
entilement under the GI Bill.
Answers to these and other
questions are obtained from the
that Buddy (Father Craig) is
Veterans Administration and pub- really getting sharp these days.
lished in this column by the His pre-meal sermons are beginClemson Tiger as a service to our nig t0 rival those 0f njs iongveterans.
winded predecessor Wayne
Q. What are the deadlines that (Sweetness and Light) Ballentine
apply if I wish to take my train- tine.
OSCAR SAYS
ing under the G. I. Bill, at a
that Johnny (Hah-ress-ss-t)
later date? I was discharged in James seems to be a pretty bright
August 1947.
_
boy, but it looks like the military
A You may apply for training has gone to his nead. Get wlse to
withm four years from the date yourseif, Bud! Every day m every
discharge. You
W ay
0
k n
, L
^!^.
! f ™°_reandm°re
finish your training before the ,like
another
Richbourg.
expiration of 9 years from the
OSCAR SAYSdate of your discharge.
that the Senior Council has startQ. I am considering taking on- ed cracking down. Looks like the
the-job training but I find the "Cow-College Gestapo' really
proposed training will hecesitate means business,
purchase of a great many tools
^°S%RJ^eS\(the poor
and some equipment. Will VetL
Teet
hag done -t
erans Administration pay for the
* when he wag do
tools tha I will need?
hadn>t
had a
A. Veterans Administration ^^ £ over & mQnth,
will furnish you with tools and
_OSCAR SAYS
equipment, provided they are rethat if Bob Gettys spent as much
quired by all other trainees tak- tmie working as he does bitching,
ing the same course.
he might get somewhere.
Q. When is a Certificate of EliETlLor^Pomoadourl Nott
gibility from VA for loan guarthat Ed (Lord Pompadour) Nott
antee purposes necessary?
sets the style for the latrine apA
T+ j„ „a„~<.c~r-tT ,,*m +V,P parel m the basement of the
A. It is necessary
when the .^
T3arraPi„
m
veteran is unable to furnish the &
_"scAR SAYS
lender with his original discharge
that he (0scar) has never seen
papers, or when his 'period of ,ser- anyone change as much* as Chuck
vice was less than 90 days, or CnaIker. He seems to have lost
when his service was in the that
Kim*-Ki7f> pen
that King-size
ego hp
he nnw
once had.
had.
armed forces of a government al- Without it he's a very likeable
lied with the United Staes in guy.
World War II.
OSCAR SAYStnat the
Q. On what priority basis is a
orchid of the week goes
World War I veteran admitted to Colonel Cookson. He has made
to a Veterans Administration a few mistakes, but he seems to
v,r,cr,,-+ai?
have a sincere interest in Clemson
hos
^m
cases have first and he shows a surprising underpriority. those suffering from in- standing of the student problems,
juries incurred in or aggravated
that j^o^f^^f iike to
by wartime service are next on present a bouquet to another dethe priority list, and those who serving man. A great big bundle
., y
, , t
o—
=
una»ie *o pay of stmkweeds to "Sterno" Fernow.
tal
charges
for
nonservicehospi
His students think more of him
connected disabilities or illnesses than any professor tney have_ (The
are thhd- The latter must wait Editor refused to let me print what
until a bed is available.
thpv
think of him'*h
y xn
Q j have an unused certilicate
obtained
0f eligibility which I
from VA about a year ago. May _,,„,.,„.
„ .
I use it to enter a school under Don t Get Me Wrong, But .. .

OSCAR SAYS

that "Senator" Art Turner (The
Tireless Tugger) is still at it.
OSCAR SAYS

that Jack (The Silent Kernal)

Brock didn,t show much restraint

with that 15 year old majorette
Friday night at the Seneca parade.
OSCAR

SAYS

that Paul (I used to be a Coloj- j^^ '^Us ^veryonV he
anc[ Beverly are through. Wonder
wh

he

dated her

Saturday and

Sunday, and gave her that monstrous portrait of himself—well inscribed, too!
OSCAR SAYS

that "Red" Rice has _.started
but refuses to
meeting parades,
check Taps now. Says he's the
captain and doesn't have to, unless
he feels like lt.
—OSCAR SAYS

that C. B. Sperry fell for that
gag about the bay behind the "Y."
Went so far as to get out of the
sack and
§et dressed. How gullible can
y°u be?
that ^i^^Sm^h" is still
as
full of-ah-vim and vigor as
one-man regimental
ever^ That one man jegmienta
cnecK ne puneu uie u™ Ills";
has all the troops in stitches. All
except Carroll Allen and Whitlaw,
that is.
that

he

OSCAR SAYS

(Oscar) hears that
"Tojo" is thinking of making those
"Tokyo Bop glasses" that "Little
Hirihito" Schofield wears, S. O. P.
for his staff.
DSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) didn't know that
Dun Godfrey was m the Block C ,
but he (Dun) wouldn t be wearing
a sweater if he wasn't a member,
would he?
tnat Bo^rDeasYthlwinthrop
Wolf) really went down on his
"romance rating" this past weekend. Just call him "Dateless Deas."

,
many different ways that slogan has been
paraphrased—and all derogatory? I have
With this plan, we seem to be approaching the installaoften thought that the only real Clemson
tion of a placement bureau. Progress has its impediments,
Country Gentlemen at our home games were
but our struggle for a job securing center seems to hit al lthe
the forty or fifty odd Clemson football playj
AX.I*-YA
A f^n^o
obstacles, hindrances, and preclusions known to sought-afterers down on the field and sidehens.
—OSCAR SAYS
Harsh words? Perhaps. But when stuthat Bartlett really lives on the
improvements.
of the drive (his word) I had used. Ah, well.
dents become ashamed to bring their wives
weekends when he has the Co., but
Members of the faculty and administration concerned As for the girl> I think she is primarily in°
the Co. goes to the "Dogs."
and dates to our games things are in a pretty
in this new project seem more tnan willing to offer their terested in the TIGER key she *°vesJ W!|1
- .
„
get. Already she can picture herself with bad way. When bringing a date or wife to
services to the seniors, but it seems an unfair burden on fi delkate soM goM chain) compliments of a game means exposing her to the proba..,".;?,
,,
.
, ,
,
-, n
■ T.
them. JIbere is no doubt that these men will do their ut- yours truly encircling her lovely neck bihty of having whiskey slopped all over her, the GI BiU thig coming January>
most to secure jobs for graduates, but there are former stu- (which my hands just fit nicely. I know. or having to listen to foul and obscene Ian- even though I understand VA is
dents who are still unemployed.
I tried it—just in case), from which quivers guage of a sodden drunk, then harsh words issuing new types of certificates?
A. Yes. But before you use
rp,
,
. -.-,
, ,
.
. ,
,
. ,
a gleaming pendant—my key. My TIGER are needed from some quarter, I think that your certificate, check with your
The real answer to the problem 1S a job placement bu- ** __ uLf — ^ uJ *Z „„>A™ v,^ tv.i
™™„. source
„™ *
fmm a
a student,
si
is from
or stu- vA regional office to make cer
key, my hard-earned key. My only key. Her the proper m
reau with fuiltime employment of two or three people. Such neck phooey, You can>t win_ But I ^^ dents
tain the school and course are
By BILL CHAMNESS
Don't
get
me
wrong!
I
am
not
against
£osejou are permitted to enroll
an office could keep a year-round contact with employers fool her yet. After the Editor reads this I
Due to the rather cool reception this fearless reporter of
I
and former students.
may be an ex-columnist. No column, no drinking. Far from it. I am just against
Q How much can j borrow on tne trutn got in some quarters after last week's column,
the
excess
that
causes
such
stupid
and
vuly
converted
National
Service
events
that
should
m
shall
t
to
write
this
week
about
a
turn
of
In a few years, if things move as indicated, we might key. No key, no girl...
gar actions. Man is silly enough without Life Insurance policy which has
,
.
j. , i v
■- „„r, been in force under the perma be received with glee by all.
have a placement bureau. For the present, all seniors should
Fresh Coffee!!
having to reach a state of alcoholic over-subSome weeks ago I wrote about the deplorable arrangetake advantage of the new system and visit their deans.
I'm really glad that fall is here. The days scription to make a complete ass of himself. nent plan for a little over a year?
A. You may borrow up to 94 ments for ^ clemson men in the Carolina Stadium. As a
are cool and bracing and I can stay awake in
I am not in favor of any official prohibi- percent of the cash value of your
,. . ,i :...
. ,
insurance and still keep it in result of my outspokeness, Coach Walter Cox called me to
most of my classes. And those chilly nights
tion. It would be so ineffective as to be a force Loan application forms task_ He informed me that the Big Thursday classic is priwith that big beautiful moon that makes the joke. Also, I think that if a guy wants to
^ ^ ^^
^ ^ he ^^
be secured from your VA ^
r&te on ^
girls more inclined to snuggle! What more
,ore power off,, ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^
could a man ask for? (Silly question, isn't
to him. I just "hope he remembers me. I
ing under Public Law 16 for devise.
At least one professor at Clemson believes in an educa- it?) But best of all is the blazing glory of can't see that it is any of the business of the
disabled veterans and find it
Coach Cox is very much in favor of reserved seats for
the trees. As they shed their leaves the
tion for the students. He believes, correctly, that all learnmilitary, senior council, or administration di£ficult to progress as rapidly the student body, and dates of the fortunate few. In trying
stately oaks let fall their acorns to the eagerto say that a student can or cannot drink., as^others faking the same course.
ing does not come from formal lectures in the classroom.
ly waiting earth. Glory be! The mess hall Some of these people are not, perhaps con What"happens"5 flail my course? to give birth to a foolproof idea, Mr. Cox informed yours
A. Generally, VA will take truly that approximately 3,600 seats are usually allocated to
He unknowingly assigned a test for the day following to- can now gather in a fresh supply of acorns
trary to a few private opinions, some form special steps to enter you in an
night's concert. He freely discussed the conflict with his to be gently roasted, ground and used for of Supreme Beings. But when someone be- other course in which there is the boys from the foothills. This appeared to be more than
ample until sex reared its lovely head ... what can we do with
Aren't
class. First, the inconvenience to the students was pointed coffee. Just think—fresh coffee!
comes so sodden and disgraceful as to bring -ry ^J^;^;
the dates? (I might interject at this point that it was a forediscredit on Clemson and embarrassment to depends on the facts and the cirout, and he expressed the opinion that all should attend the
^'
gone conclusion that the seniors would have first pick of the
us and ours it then becomes your business cumstances of your case,
More
Buns
concert. Next, it was shown that his assignment schedule
seats, juniors next, etc.). If the date tickets are meted out
Orchids xir something to the mess hall ba- and my business. These characters are in a
(Veterans wishing further inf.
t
fir t gerved bagi
and e
student claimed
would suffer if the test was put off one day. As will follow
^
-■
.
+„i „„lQ„+v,i„
ker. Those cinnamon rolls Tuesday night minority, thank goodness, but their actions formation -regarding veterans'
tlv affppt vou and I
benefits may have their questions a ticket for the game, it requires no great mental calestmna sensible discussion, an agreement was reached.
were swellegant. I'm for more of 'em more greatiy anect you
.
answered by writing the nearest tics to see that poor Joe Tuff luck, freshman, might conceivThrough an inconvience to the professor, his class will be 0ften.
This is not an appeal to any group for dis- VA Regional ^mce-)
^,„ Ko wt nTn t£p niltsi^ lrinlrintf iTn as far as date ducats ^
ably be
left on the outside looking in as far as date ducats are
ciplinary
action;
this
is
an
appeal
to
those
able to attend the concert, stand the quizz, and keep up with
T
M
D
k
concerned.
concerned—the students.
As we know, all of the students are not in attendance at
the schedule.
The-Furman game this Saturday will be
Justice or Law?
these games, but here again the Athletic Department is
Such a man shows that he takes an interest in his pro- the last opportunity for the majority of our
Isn't it a pity that we can't have both Jusstopped short. It has long been a frowned on practice for
fession. Others holding a like position might well follow his students to see the Clemson football team
tice and Law? We can have a little of each night?"
the fellows who do not intend to make the trip to Columbia,
action this
ear
We wiU be visitin
an
example
^
y
§
"
I was beto give, lend or sell their student ID cards to their third
- • other school so I hope that we will live up or both, but not a lot of either. Some of ing chaste."
The Concert Committee arranges for worthwhile enter- to that motto of "Country Gentlemen" bet- the recent disciplinary cases of the Senior
cousin on their mother's side, or an equally unrelated perTwo nurses coming in late at son_ With this in mind it is impossible to risk a conjecture
tainment for the students because it feels that such entertain- ter than we have at the home games this Council well illustrates this fact. The Senior Council had no choice in their actions. ni^t met two internes: "Shh,
J pasteboards would be called for,
ment will further the student's education.
year.
...
,,
,, , we're coming in after hours.
*
The
sad
story
is
that
the
victims,
those
that
One
solution
considered was to let the men who desire
Internes: "That's o. k., we're goThis effort is nullified as long as professors insist on givPersonally, I'm rather glad the football
received
the
sentences
that
this
organizaing
out
after
ours."
date
tickets
to
wait
until last to claim their reservations, and
,,
- ■,,
n
season is closing. As far as sports are conuig
performance.
..,.,,
x ..
i
& quizzes on the day
J following a c
tion
was
forced
to
mete
out,
had
to
take
all
■
be
seated
in
a
section
nearer to the end zone. After all, one
^
cerned, I am strictly in the spectator class.
_,
,
,
Any girl can get a fellow to kiss
the
punishment.
The
students
and
sorry
.
can't have everything. Of course I gave my personal approher if she just uses a nttle come
I always have been, and expect to remain in
val to this plan, because if I am running true to form next
that category. My first and foremost spec- specimens of humanity that hang about town on sense.
delinquen-—■—
year my date will call just as I am packing my gladstone and
tator allegiance has always been given to that directly contributed_,.to these
, , , ,
And then there s the one about
The students know the fellow who offered Ms girl a inform me that her grandmother had triplets and she can't
football. Yet, I say I am -glad to see the sea- cies went scot free.
who these would-be men are. These cul- Scotch and sofa and she reclined.
meet me in Columbia.
son approach its end.
Many organizations at Clemson followed the lead of the
Another plan under consideration was to pro-rate the
We have not won all our games this year, prits cannot be punished directly but perFellowship club in working for installation of traffic lights but we have a grand team. They have been haps the indirect action of their fellow stu- usualelySCOvere°d up^
date ducats to each class, allotting a number of tickets in
dents can prevent like contributions on their
proportion to the number of students in each section. This
great in victory; magnificent in defeat.
on the highway.
Johnny wants to make the news, plan, too, has its weak points. Who will be the one to say
part
in
the
future.
"Country
Gentlemen"!
I
wonder
how
A great deal of opposition met this plan through the trafHe wants'to fill his father's
how many men of each class will expect dates?
shoes.
fic experts of the highway department. It was their opinion
Even the dullest of my ^everal readers must have surMary wants to do much better,
that lights were not needed. Through continued work and
She wants to fill her mother's
mised from the foregoing that Coach Cox ar d I did t,ot arsweater.
insistence, the local people won out.
rive at any world-shaking solution to this increasingly unArt Roberts
By LEROY DOAR
Now it seems that many students are in agreement with
bearable situation. The sickening realization finally kicked
Girl:
"I'm
afraid
of
that
us in the respective pits of our stomachs that maybe we don't
Back at the old grind, and it is denly realized that conversation greater the scandal power.
the traffic experts. The pedestrian signals are being ignorJacket around me."
, ■■
, .
,.
,.
,. , ,
... ,
, . j
" a grind too. Copying these jokes had ceased, and people we
ed. If this continues, the lights will become a hindrance ^ ^ rf ^ ^^ ^ watching her fascinated.
Boy: "Oh, don't worry about know all there is to know about oeats for Big Thursday. We
"I'm
thirsty."
that
one. This is the one you finally admitted to ourselves that perhaps 3,275 heads are
rather than a help.
enough of this ad lib, let's stick
In confusion she murmured "I
"How about a glass of water?" gotta watch out for."
"better than two, so we are hereby emploring every person
„,.,..
,
j „ to the script and play for some ■—know I had two when I came
Most of the violations seem to occur during ramy days, laughs
"I said thirsty; not dirty."
Two
men
were
standing
on
the
concerned to write a letter addressed to "Big Thursday", care
Jacket
the very time it is most difficult to stop an automobile. It
dock
in
San
Francisco
when
they
The
Tiger, and express an opinion or present a solution. Send
A young lady, with a touch of
Hubby: "Doesn't my new love
Overheard in a dark corner of a noticed a long line of ships corn- no money, box tops or l^eer bottle caps, just mail us the letter
is better to stand in rain than to he in blood.
hay fever, took with her to a din- technique awaken something new
local hardware store—
ing in. One looked at the other or drop by the Tiger office on Monday or Tuesday nights.
It is easy to see how people can confuse "walk" and ner party two handkerchiefs, one in you?"
One can of paint to another, and asked, "What are those?"
of which she stuck in her bosom.
Wifey: "Yes, it arouses my
There is still plenty of time left before next October, but
"Darling, I think I'm pigment."
"Why those are ferry boats."
"wait." After all, both are four letter words in the English At dinner sne began rummaging suspicions."
"Really,"
said
the
first.
"I
knew
j
t is to 0ur interest to arrive at a good plan as soon as possible
to the right and left in her bosom
Yellow Jacket
language.
didn>t
for the fresh handkerchief. En
TirZJ^XrZl = ZL™1 ZF^lt.™ '
to assure as square a deal as possible to all
grossed in her search, she sudThe dimmer the porch light, the from that convertible the other know we had a navy.
Walk means walk; wait means don't walk,
central point for all seniors seeking employment .

Wheee! I'm really a columnist now. I've
got readers. Yep, three of them, besides my
girl (yeah, one of those, too). Two fellows
corrected some minor mistakes I made and
the other wanted to know why in the devil
j had not written about such-and-so instead

'Big Thursday7 Seats To
Be Reserved - - Maybe

Proponent Of Education

Troffic Lights

<Zaf4 *pwm Ot&e* @oUeye ^&y&
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Bids Requested For Construction Of New Building
"Horizontal Lab" Overshadows Other
Major Courses; Many Students Indulge

&.

Teachers Accept
i HE CLEMSON STUDENTS COME FROM
Higher Pay Jobs
FIRST SEMESTER
1949 - 1950
A 44 per cent loss of 1949 college graduates trained to be
teachers was reported by the
South Carolina Education Association.
"Only 56 per cent of teachergraduates from South Carolina
colleges accepted work in South
Carolina schools this fall," association president J. Paul Beam
declared.

By GRADY DANIEL

Dr. Wise To Speak
At Dairy Meeting

Agricultural Engineering Department To
Have New Building In Greenhouse Area
ROTC Units Dropped

Bids for a $250,000 Agricultural
Engineering Department building
were asked last Wednesday.
Construction, which will be de- pendent on delivery of structuralsteel, is expected to begin early in
1950. The building will probably
be ready for use by the fall term.
Drawings and specifications were
distributed by Oliver and Dickerson, architects of Columbia, to
general contractors throughout the
state.
J. C. Littlejohn, business manager, said the building will replace
an outstanding sheet iron building
that was constructed when Clemson's enrollment was less than 1000
students.
The new building, of approximately 30,000 square feet, will be
a story and a half with a partial
basement and will have five classrooms, two research laboratories,. |
and about a dozen administrative
offices.
It will be of standard brick and
steel construction and will be
erected in the greenhouse area.
The General Assembly passed a
$250,000 appropriation for the construction of the building and fixtures last year.

The art of sleeping is probably
By Univ. Of Maryland
the most ancient, as well as the
Three units of the Reserve Ofmost gratifying of all the fine
ficer's
Training Corps—infantry,
arts. Nothing presents a more
Dr. George Wise, Clemson gradtransportation, and signal corps—
beautiful or pleasing picture than uate, will address the Fifth Annual
have been dropped by the Unia weary body sprawled over a Meeting of the South Carolina
versity of Maryland, effective
sagging sack, lost in a paradise of Dairy Farmers to be held in Co"Eighteen per cent took this year. Only the Air ROTC
will be retained. In explanation
lumbia, November 15-16. The conteaching jobs in states offering of the sudden break-off with the
One of the most precious extra vention will be held in the Jefferhigher pay; 24 per cent ac- Army, the University gave the
curricula activities, and perhaps son Hotel and registration will becepted work in higher paying following reasons:
the one most frequently indulged gin at 10:30 a. m. November 15,
1. The establishment at the
fields," he said.
SOUTM CAROLINA
in, is commonly known to the and continue throughout the conUniversity of the Glen L. Martin
NORTH OAR a. GEORGIA
students of "Silo Tech" (Clemson) vention.
Beam said his estimate was College of Engineering and Aero
as "Horizontal Lab." It is probbased on answers to questions the nautical Sciences which will
Dr. Wise is a native of South
OTHER SOU STATES
ably the most inexpensive of the Carolina with degrees from Clemassociation had asked college greatly increase the importance
OTHER STATES
SOUTH CAROLINA
78.9% registrars. Every college in the of the University in the field of
campus organizations as there are son. The American Dairy Science
OTHER SOU. STATES 15.4% state replied to the questionnaire, aeronautical sciences. The Marno fees, initiations, or any of the
TOTAL ENROLLMENT
tin gift is expected to be of
usual red tape to fool with. Any- Association honored Dr. Wise two
OTHER SECTIONS
5.7% he pointed out.
one can indulge! Even the picture years for his outstanding research
"This high loss of new quali- great aid to the Air Force both
shows are surpassed by this one in dairy cattle nutrition and anified teachers is a great waste," in research and the actual trainThis year the total student body at Clemson stands at 3,360. More than 75 percent of the entire
activity in causing more students nal physiology. In 1948 he rehe contended. "It is especially ing of men.
student body is comprised of South Carolinians while other Southern states have approximately 15
2. The presence within the
to cut classes, to be absent from ceived the American Feed Manutragic when we realize that South
percent enrolled. Nearly one-third of this total enrollment is from the Piedmont section of South
formations, and to do less studyCarolina faces a growing teacher state "of two important airplane
Carolina,
Greenville
County
boasts
of
an
enrollment
of
311,
followed
by
Spartanburg
with
227
manufacturing plants emphasizes
ing. After all, how many students facturers Award of $1,000, and in
shortage.
students, Anderson County with 219, and Oconee with 146. Charleston comes fifth with 137 stuwould patronize the cinemas when 1949 he was presennted with the
dents.
"Reports from colleges indicate the openings for research and
they could participate in a few Borden Award, also of $1,000.
that only 500 new qualified teach- training for the Air Force.
3. The University will be more
hours of siesta?
Two calves, one of which will be
ers entered South Carolina schools
able
to meet the training requireAlthough many scientists have donated by Clemson, will be given
this fall, he explained. "That was
experimented with this eternal away as door prizes.
not enough to replace the loss of ments of. the Air Force with one
craft since the time of Adam, I
550 to 600 qualified teachers who Air ROTC unit than it could with
doubt seriously if any of them ever
left our schools this fall for four units.
4. The University feels that defense would be increased by
mastered or completely subdued
higher paying posts in other
its contribution to the national closer cooperation with the Air
this delectation as have many North Carolina Club
states
or
in
other
fields.
More than 5,000 South CaroForce.
Clemson students. Some have be"In addition the state needed
The training <program also will
lina veterans who owe money to
Phi Kappa Phi, national honor
come such experts that they can
from 150 to 200 new teachers to are not giving our boys and girls be changed. Instead of two basic
the federal government as the
slumber peacefully in any habitat, Selects New Members society, recently elected several
take care in increased enrollsuch as classes (second best locus),
result of overpayment of subsist- ment," Beam continued. "And the best available instructors. It years and two years of specialiGamma Kappa Alpha, North new members into the organizameans that our standard of edu- zation, there will be one basic
operas, shows, etc. It must be unence allowance or other benefits, of course we needed hundreds of cation gradually is declining."
year and specialization in three.
derstood, however that it takes Carolina-Clemson club, selected tion. To be eligible for memberor defaults on GI loans, may find new teachers for normal replaceconstant and untiring effort on the ten new members for entrance in- ship, a student must attain a
deductions made from their na- ment requirements due to deaths,
part of the participator to become to the organization. New mem- grade point ratio of 6.5 and be in
retirements and other reasons."
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING AT REASONABLE PRICES
a complete maestro.
tional service life insurance divithe top ten per cent of his class.
Beam said that South Carolina
bers
of
the
club
are
James
McBy far means, I am no genius
dends,
Edward
B.
Turner,
manHe must have completed at least
schools apparently^ had called in
Howell Arthur, former associate
at this ancient art, but in my in- Nair; Joe Christenberry; Bob
editor and feature writer of the ager of the South Carolina Reg- "unqualified teachers on emersix
semesters
of
college,
two
of
of Rome, Ga.
and
terviews, held with the most cele- Stevenson; Bill McCall;
Your Measurements Taken at Frequent Intervals
which must have been at Clem- Tiger, led a discussion entitled ional Office of the Veterans Ad- gency 'permits" to "make up the
brated authorities, I have some Glenn Tomey.
deficit in qualified teachers."
"Features" at a meeting of the ministration, disclosed today.
son.
of the most modern methods by
EXCELSIOR MILL STORE
CLEMSON, S. <
Also Calhoun Strickland; AlHe contended that employing
third district of the South Carowhich one might enjoy this celesMr. Turner said that all or part "unqualified " teachers means we
The emphasis of mental achieve- lina Scholastic Press Association.
Jim
len
Martin;
Bob
Ferguson;
tial bliss. If you follow these
ment and character development The meeting was held Wednes- of their share of the forthcoming
simple rules I sincerely guarantee Haugh; and Glenn White.
are the main objectives of the or- day afternoon, November 16, at dividend may be needed to cover
your utmost satisfaction, every
Final plans are being made for ganization. Encouragement along the Calhoun - Clemson High their debts to the government.
time you take your daily snooze.
All of the individuals concernthe annual dance which is to be these lines is fostered by indi- School.
Rule I: First get yourself a suitvidual recognition by election into
Professor John D. Lane, Facul- ed are aware of their indebtedheld
in
Charlotte,
N.
C,
on
Dec.
able rack, complete with legs if
the society.
ty Advisor for the Tiger, gave ness to the government and know
possible. (If legs may not be ob- 27.. Marvin Saline is chairman of
Selected
at
the
fall
election
the main address. After his talk that it is deductable from other
the dance committee, and John
tained, use the naked mattress.)
were: H. O. Abercrombie, me- the meeting separated into small VA payments to which they may
Jenkins
is
in
charge
of
publicity
Rule II: Next procure a hambe entitled.
chanical engineering senior from discussion groups.
mer, four or five chickens (feath- and decorations.
Most of these debts were inCentral; A. J. Banks .electrical
Current officers of the club are
ered ones); ducks, turkeys, and
curred as the result of overpayengineering
senior
from
St.
Matother fowls are also permissible, Art Turner, of Laurinburg, presments of subsistence allowance
thews; R. F. Barrett, textile manthe only requisition being that they ident; Cliff Cofer, of Charlotte,
to veterans taking education or
ufacturing senior from Simpsonhave an abundant supply of feath- vice president; Charles Emory, of
training under the GI bill. Overville; R. H. Bowen, arts and
ers; a pair of tin snips or suitable Gastonia, business manager; and
payments result when the vetescience
senior
from
Greenville;
J. B. Monroe and B. H. Stribling, ran or the school or training eswire-cutting pliers, a Chinese, Jap- S. B. Ballenger, of Charlotte, secB. S. Boy kin, agronomy junior
anese, or Pickeneese back scratch- retary and treasurer.
from. Boykin; H. E. Bright, tex- associate professors of vocational tablishment fails to notify the VA
er, and another mattress, if ultitile, manufacturing senior from education at Clemson, attended a that training has been interruptmate comfort is desired.
Laurens; M. M. Clinkscales, Jr., conference in Columbia, Novem- ed. In thousands of cases, vetRule III: If your mattresses are 'Be-Bop' Is Passing
erans continued to receive and
textile manufacturing senior from ber 11 and 12.
hard, and they usually are, grasp
They met with the state director cash subsistence checks to which
Greenville; and R. F. Collins, inthe hammer in your right hand
dustrial physics senior, Green- of Vocational Education, Verd they were not entitled.
(If you are left-handed other dras- Fancy, Says Leader
Other types of indebtedness
Peterson, and R. D. Anderson, state
ville.
tic measures will have to be
supervisor of Vocational Agricul- are overpayments on pension,
,
Also
J.
C.
Hammond,
V.
A.
E.
figured out), and proceed to softLouis Armstrong, king of jazz
ture. The discussion concerned compensation or readjustment
en the mattress by mediocre blows, trumpeters, said that jazz and senior from Aiken; E. A. Gunnin, curriculum for the training of allowances and losses made good
covering the entire mattress or just swing are here to stay but that architectural engineering senior teachers in vocational agriculture to lenders on defaulted GI loans.
the spots that seem particularly be-bop is "blowing itself right from Starr; R. M. Hart, Jr., me- at Clemson.
Many veterans are now repaying
chanical engineering senior from
uncomfortable.
out."
1
W.
E.
Gore,
assistant
state
superindebtedness by having deduc"Ol' Satchmo" in Paris for Tournpull, Ga.; J. W. Hastings, visor of Vocational Agriculture, tions made in monthly benefits
Rule IV: (Pretaining to Rule
textile
manufacturing
major
from
HI) If you were previously em- four jazz concerts, condemned
and H. A. Smith, supervisor of Oc- checks.
ployed as a chicken thief or if you the popular new music rage of Chester; G. C. Haynes, Jr., civil cupational Information and Guidengineering senior from Cliffside,
had an organization of your own, be-bop in America as "the juj N. C; C. W. Long, civil engineer- ance, also attended this conference.
you may be one of few to reach jitsu of jazz."
R. M. Foster and Duke Richardson
| ing senior from Newberry; W. F.
the height of comfort by using a
represented the Executive Com"The boys think they are blow- Marscher, mechanical engineering
hatchet and a needle and thread ing out of this world," he said.
mittee of the South Carolina
senior fom Beaufort; and B. G.
instead of a hammer. Simply "The only trouble is that they go
Teacher's Vocational Agriculture
slash a hole in the mattress, wher- right out of the world with it. McColl, arts and science major,
Department at the conference.
ever convenient, and remove the They play only mistakes and Charlotte, N. C.
All men attending the meeting,
Also S. L. Pettit, civil engineerexcept Verd Peterson, are gradpresent entrails. Next stuff the make weird sounds. The only
D.
Lane,
professor
of
John
cover with enough feathers to trouble with the be-bop is that ing senior from Pauline; J. K. English, and J. H. Woodward, uate of the Clemson agricultural
cause it to give you the sensation in two years, he's blown himself I Price, animal husbandry junior alumni
secretary,
represented department.
from Gaffney; R. L. Rogers, electhat you are sleeping on a cloud right out, too."
at
a
dinner
meeting of
Clemson
instead of a mattress. Then sew
Speaking to the Anglo-Ameri- trical engineering senior from the Charlotte alumni club held in
Charleston;
R.
E.
Smith,
Jr.,
methe gash up the best way possible. can Press Club, Armstrong said,
Charlotte on Nov. 11.
(Be sure that there is no leak in "bee-bop is nothing but friction chanical engineering junior from
Prof. Lane was the main speakPendleton;
C.
C.
Taylor,
agriculyour work or some night you may and squeezing notes out of a poor
er for the dinner which was held
tural
economics
senior
from
Anbe drowned in a "Roomful of trumpet. It's a bad inluence.'"
derson; A. L. Thompson, indus- at the Red Fez Club, located a few
Feathers.")
trial
physics senior, Anderson; H. miles from Charlotte on the York
Rule V: Follow Rule III for the
E.
Ulmer,
chemistry senior from highway.
same treatment of your pillow, unLeon R. Young, president of the
Civil
Service
Jobs
Great Falls; and T. A. Warren,
less you already posses a feather
club, presided at the meeting.
animal
husbandry
senior
from
pillow of your Dad owns a pillow
Prosperity.
factory.
Open To Applicants
Also H. J. Watson, electrical enRule VI: After you have improved your sleeping implements
The U. S. Civil Service Com- gineering senior from Anderson;
to the limit of your ability crawl mission has announced an exam- and W. D. Windsor, textile manuonto the springs of your newly ination for filling Patent Adviser factoring junior from Pell City,
procured sack and relax for a postions. in Washington, D. C,' Ala.
minute. Very uncomfortable, is it ^"vicinity
not? Now that we have the springs , The ositions to be filled pay
to deal with, this is where the tin- yearly salaries ranging from $3,- Cook Presents Speech
snips fit into the picture. Clip a g25 tQ ^g 40Q
few of the springs and wires or , TQ qualify> appiicants must On Value Of Teaching
anything else that may hinder your | have had either college study or
having a formfit, proper-sagging : scientific or technical experience
J. C. Cook, Jr., of Clemson,
sack. As soon as you have per- in a field of physical science or gave a.talk to the Forum Club,
formed this intricate operation, in engineering, or a combination Monday night, November 14, at
place your mattress on the springs ! of such study and experience.
its regular bi-monthly meeting, on
and cover it with sheets. (Two
In addition, they must have 'The Evaluation of Teaching."
is the most widely used number.) i had appropriate professional exHe brought out specific points
Rule VII: (Optional to Veterans) perience. No written test will be on which professors should be
Now, capture the services of a rat, j required.
rated according to the amount
provide him with the back scratchFurther information and appli- and quality of their work. Much
er and assume a comfortable posi- cation forms may be obtained at of his speech was based on a poll
tion, then the rest is easy.
most first-and second-closs post concerning the rating of profesRule VIII: If you were spoiled offices, from Civil Service reg- sors conducted by Tau Beta Pi,
in your childhood, or if you were ional offices, or from the U. S. national honorary
engineering
in the navy, you may like the Civil Service Commission, Wash- fraternity.
newest type sack. No, not a ham- ington 25, D. C.
The Forum Club meets every
mock! Just get some strong rope
Applications should be sent to other Monday night, and at each
ir cables and suspend your sack the Commission's Washington of- meeting some member presents
from the ceiling.
fice and must be received not an allocution concerning some
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that
As for you class-snoozers, you later than November 23, 1949.
vital issue.
in a coaat-to-coast test of hunwill have to make out the best
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
dreds of men and women who
way possible. One suggestion is
smoked Camels — and only
that you find out of the professor
AUDITORIUM — 8:00 P. M.
Camels—for 30 consecutive days,
is near-sighted or far-sighted and
noted throat specialists, making
sit accordingly.
weekly examinations, reported
A Complete General Merchandise Store
However these rule pertain only
V.
to private sleeping and if you'll
YOUR NORGE DEALER
just follow them, you will become
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630
a master of the art and an "A"
student in "Horizontal Lab."

Phi Kappa Phi Taps Veterans To Be Docked On Checks
26 Honor Students

For Outstanding Debts, V. A. Says
Former Associate

Editor Speaks To

High School Press

ORTWEIN TAILORING CO.

Monroe And Stribling
Attend VAE Meeting

Lane And Woodward
Attend Charlotte Meet

With smokers who know... it's

5:30-6:00 P.M. EST

America's favorite Tenor Sings in person tonight
at the

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY

a
International Harvester |y|

IT ONE SINGLE CASE OF TBMT IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'

TRAILING

By JAKE CLANTON
After watching an early 14-0 lead turn into a 20-14 deicit, the Tigers had to hustle back to grab off a hard earned
33 to 20 victory over the Duquesne eleven here Saturday
ight. This victory broke a three game losing streak for
the Howardmen and could possibly have been a "starter"
por another of those long win streaks. They are improving
ftth each game, even though this wasn't evident for the
rst two periods against the Dukes.
The big Tigers weren't at their best in the first half
but picked up momentum when the Pittsburgh lads let
them know that it wasn't going to be "Tiger Night" at
their expense. With Big Luke Deanhardt, Billy Grigsby, and Gene Moore leading the way up front, the Bengals came back from their half-time lecture to outplay
the Dukes in the final two quarters. John Poulos again
was the outstanding defensive end, stopping all traffic
around his side of the line.
There are no complaints as far as the backfield is concerned. It continues to operate as smoothly as a well timed
lachine. Coach Howard says that it is as good as he has
^ver had at Clemson, and after these past three games I'm
lclined to agree with him.
Jackie Calvert kept the Red and Blue crossed up
most of the night with his quarter-backing, and Ray
Matthews was ,as always, at his best. Mike Kinney also
turned in a bang-up job at the wingback post. Coach
Howard made a change in his defensive backfield and
inserted Tommy Coursey at one of the halfback slots.
And it seemed to have paid off—Coursey batted down a
couple of Duquesne aerials that would have gone for
nice gains. Jim Reynolds and Dick Hendley were outstanding, too, with Reynolds intercepting one toss that
set up a Tiger TD.
CONE, THE BEST
Without Fred Cone, Clemson would have been just anler football squad Saturday night, for it was the Alabama
iulldozer" who supplied the scoring punch for the Tigers.
(e scored three times, gained more than half the total net
rds rushing, and personally took it upon himself to wreck
Le entire Duquesne squad. That's saying an awful lot about
(football player, but he is an awful lot of footbal player. In
let, I am of the opinion that Cone is the best fullback in the
Luntry, and few who have seen the "Crusher" in action can
Fred carried the oval 15 times for 139 yards, an average of better than nine yards each time he plowed into
| the line. He caught a pass in the flat and bowled over
the safety man as though he were a bowling pin to score
[ standing up, but this isn't marked up to his total yardage. On a 16 yard trip to paydirt, at least six (and I'm
not exaggerating) men had their hands on him, but that
I wasn't enough to stop Freddie from getting that six
pointer. He also had one 46 yard touchdown jaunt
[through the middle to his credit.
I'm not plugging Fred for his superb performance
gainst Duquesne, but for his play against every team he has
=n up against, for the Vay he hustles in practice and listto advice from the coaches, and for just being an all^und fine person.
When the All-Southern selections are made, I don't
think that Fred will be the first team fullback, but he
won't be disappointed. He isn't that type. Fred Cone
gives everything he has all the time and always plays for
just one thing, not for the publicity that he might re| ceive, but to win.
Regardless of the outcome of the All-State, All-South[n, and All-American selections, I know who is the bestred Cone.
LSKETBALL SEASON NEARING
With only two more grid games on top, many eyes
are turning toward the basketball courts where the
Tiger Basketeers have been hard at work for the past
couple of weeks preparing for their opener with the University of Georgia in Athens on December 3. Clemson
has a 20 game schedule this year, and they tangle with
the same Georgia Bulldogs in a return engagement at
| the field house just four days after the opener.
Coach McFadden lost several key men from last year's
liuad when June Pruitt, Frank Gillespie, Dwight Bell and
sonard Riddle left Tigertown via graduation, but several
luable men are due to come into their own this season.
|oug Haugk, John Snee, Julius Townsend and Jack Neil will
around to bolster the graduation riddled quintet. As soon
the football season ends, McFadden hopes to pick up a
|w more boys to help out. Among those expected will be
|m Reynolds, a fine floor man and point maker for the Tigers
st year.
)DS AND ENDS
Week-ends find Jack Miller, Oscar Thompson and
I Ray Clanton, Gater Bowl standouts, playing semi-pro
ball with the Gaffney Chiefs of the Dixie semi-pro
league. Miller was the sparkplug in the Chief's 14-7
triumph over the Green Wave team of Columbia this
[past week-end.
With the aid of crutches, Sterling 'Brass" Smith, of
reenville, is out and walking again. "Brass" is recuperat|g from an injury received in the South Carolina tilt.
Carol Cox, who was knocked out of the remaining Tiger
|id battles with a back injury in the Boston College game,
gone to his home in Camden, S. C, for a few days rest.
Bobby Gage is still going strong for the Pittsburgh
ISteelers of the National Professional Football League,
land Phil Prince, co-captain of the 1948 Tigers, is runIning one of the first team offensive guards for the New
lYork Giants of the same league.
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Tigers Meet Furman In Greenville Sat.
Little Tigers Pepping For Friday's
Fracas With Furman's Baby Hurricane
As the appetizer for South Carolina's game of the week,
the coming clash between the Clemson Cubs and the Furman
Little Wind promises to be a great first course. Although
the Little Wind sneawed by the Carolina Biddies 6-0 and the
Biddies outscored the Cubs 27-20, the Cubs are ready to go
on the final freshman game and are expected to show their
best form of the season.
Both teams have been idle ♦
for the past two weeks prepThe two
ping for this tilt,
squads have been emphasizing
offense according to reports
from the Clemson and ' Greenville headquarters. The game
should be mostly offense, and
some scoring should come from
high-stepping backs, Maurice
Alexander, Jim Shirley, Kenneth Moore, Pooley Hubert, and
Forrest Calvert from Clemson.
Much help will come from the
fast improving Baby Bengal line.
According to Coach Cary Cox, the
defense is getting stronger with
each game. Dreher Gaskins and
Kempson will probably get the
starting nod at the ends, with
Gary Byrd
and "Rough-house"
Ouman at the tackle posts. Billy
Small has been injured but should
be ready to go at center by game
time Friday afternoon.
Furman has come up with
one of the strongest freshman
squads in the state this year,
getting a number of All-State
men and several highly touted
prep school stars. Some of the
Furman backs who will be expected to carry the load for
the Little Wind are Bruce
Bishop Herbert Evatt and Marion "Toodle" Robertson.
HENDLEY
A large crowd is expected for
the kickoff Friday afternoon at
These four lads pictured will
two o'clock in the Clemson Memo- play an important role in the
rial Stadium.
Tigers game against their traditional rival, Furman University.
Dick
Hendley,
Tiger
blocking back, turned in a
sterling performance in last Saturday's Duquesne contest.. Dick
is also one of the top kickers
on the squad. Hendley is a junior and hails from Greenville,
South Carolina. Jack Branson
has been playing a lot of defense in the past few games, and
has been doing a commendable
job. Jack Is also a junior and
his hometown is Sumter, S. C.
Next is Billy Grigsby, the most
improved lineman on the squad,
who has really been playing
heads up ball this season. Billy
moved up to the first eleven
from the third string. Grigsby
is from Saluda. Tommy Chandler is listed as a guard on the
football roster, but that is more
or less a figure of speech, as
Tommy is the Tiger extra point
specialist. Chandler has missed
only five of 27 attempts thus
far. Tom calls Greenwood his
home.
This quartet of Tigers have
GRIGSBY
been invaluable to this year's
team, and are being heavily
counted upon by Coach Howard
to do their share in attempting
to form a great team next year.
All four, with the exception of
Chandler, occupy first string
berths this year and will serve
in the same capacity when the
opening whistle announces the
1950 season. As for Chandler,
his brilliant place-kicking has
Going into the Furman game assured him of that spot for the
two days from today, the Clem- next two years.
son Tigers are in third spot is
state championship in both the
intrastate .bracket and the total
games played department.
Wofford's Terriers, South Carolina's only unbeaten and untied
eleven, led the all games standings after nine weeks with a
9-0-0 record. In second place
are the Blue Hose of Presbyterian
with a 5-3-0 mark.
The Tigers come in the picture
right here with a 3-4-1 record.
Clemson's wins were from P. C,
N. C. State, and Duquesne; the
losses were to Rice, South Carolina, Wake Forest, and Boston
College; and the tie was with Mississippi State, 7-7.
In the intra-state section the
Terriers have a fine grip on first
place with a 2-0-0 mark. Furman comes next with a 2-1-0 record. The Tigers are tied
for
third place with South Carolina,
Erskine, and The Citadel with
even 500 marks.
All Games Flayed
Branson
W L T PF PA

Undefeated Wofford
Is Stale Leader:
Clemson Is Third

Wofford
._ ..0 0
224
140
Presbyterian _ 5 0
The Citadel .. .3 4
74
Furman
3 5
101
South Car. .. __2 5
73
Erskine
2 6
97
Newberry .. __ ..2 7
102
Intra-State Games
W L T PF
Wofford _ .. _.2 0 0
35
Furman
2 10
46
Clemson
1 1 0
82
South Car.
110
34
Erskine
1 10
33
The Citadel ._ ..2 2 0
55
Presbyterian ..230
77
Newberry.. .. ..0 2 0
30

- ♦ The football eyes of South Car-*
olina turn toward Greenville this
week-end when Clemson
and
Furman square off in their traditional battle and in what will
be the last big game of the year
as far as the Palmetto State is
concerned. Approximately 20,000
By George Brown
fans are expected to be on hand
Touch football, usually the sport to see the Tigers and the Purple
There has been some talk around the campus about the
enjoyed by so many students, has Hurricane lock horns for the 37th loss of a few football games. Now, these fellows that do all
held the interest of 425 students time.
Clemson goes into the fray as an the talking were mighty happy just a year ago. There was
playing in non-scheduled tilts. The
adds-on favorite, but the record talk then, too, but it was bowl chatter, and everyone was
program started on October 10 books are usually cast aside when
proud of the football team. Now that the situation has been
and, even with rainy days inter- these two bitter rivals meet. Alreversed after the team bit the dust after winning fifteen
though
the
Howardmen
have
come
fering, there have been 47 games
played. The largest number of out on top ever since 1936, this straight, the campus quarterbacks are moaning for another
year's Hornets eleven has been
men on any team is 25 with an av- given a good chance to annex then- winner!
Everyone wants a winning team,*1 erage of 17 men per team. There fifteenth win in a series that began
but
did you ever stop to think didn't live up to expectation. The
are 24 teams entered in the com- in 1902 when the Tigers drubbed
about the few schools that go boys up at Chapel Hill were laythe
Purples
28
to
0.
Clemson
has
petition.
emerged victorious in eighteen through a season undefeated? The ing new track for Choo-Choo, but
As the season nears the end,
contests while four games have odds are about as great as those they didn't foresee the flood in
of hitting an inside straight in a Louisiana nor the Tennessee landthere are only two undefeated ended in ties.
stud poker game, and we can say slide.
teams, B-3 and D-3. B-3 won a
Many experts are of the op- with pride that we have accomhard fought game on Monday, deOne can't say that we have
inion that as Fred Cone, Ray plished this feat even if we never
feating A-l by a score of 13 to 7,
been disappointed because we
do
it
again.
Mathews, and Jackie Calvert
and D-3 likewise had a busy aftershouldn't have expected anygo, so goes Clemson. This state- We Lost Great Linemen
noon, defeating D-l by a score of
thing like our previous season.
ment is true to a certain extent,
It seems as though everyone
14 to 12. Barracks 10 is the next
We should have a better next
but one can't stop there.
All
should have expected a bad year
team with a good record with onyear. But many years might
three of the fore-mentioned
in '49, yet some fellows seem to
ly a tie on an otherwise clean
come and go before we have anboys have constantly sparked
think that we can lose the midslate.
other team like the Tigers of '48.
the Tiger offense, but in more
dle of a great line and still reBasketball looms as the next
They had the will to win and at
than one case, that was not
main on the top as a football
sports on the schedule. All teams
no time in any ball game did
enough. This game, as all the
power. There were only two
that want to enter the basketball
they give up. When the chips
Clemson games thus far, should
teams that finished all games,
league are required to indicate
were down in Columbia and Modefinitely be considered from a
including bowl games, undefeatsame by November 30. Regular
bile, they came through with fly"defensive" point of view.
ed and untied last year. The
scheduled games in basketball will
ing colors, and when the parlay
Tigers, along with Michigan,
begin on December 5. Games will
card gave them points they
The Tigers have already proved came through without a defeat.
be played for two weeks before themselves to be a powerful ofLet's take a look at Michigan took them and a few more that
Christmas and will continue after fensive unit, but they have yet to
this year. They lost a few men, the bookies didn't count on. One
the holidays. The same method of be distinguished as a sturdy de- too, and they are also losing ball could find many points before
selecting teams will be used in fensive combination. On the other games this year. Think abou# the the Wake Forest and Missouri
basketball as in all other sports. hand the Greenville boys have gloom that must hang over the games, but the point givers made
Company teams will use men on shown that they have what it Georgia campus. They had a win- it a point not to be around at the
the respective
companies only. takes as a defensive eleven, but ning team for ten years or more half in both of these games.
Veterans teams will come from their scoring weapons fall
far and they have a good chance of Back 'Em; Win Or Lose
the barracks in which they live.
short of Clemson's.
Now that the team has lost a
losing six games this year. VanTeams from R. O. T. C. comand the season is almost
derbilt and Tulane were expecting few
Even with Mathews, Cone,
panies need not submit a list of
great years, but they certainly
(Continued on Page 6)
players, but all other teams must and Calvert on the sidelines,
backfield f orces
submit a list of players for their the Bengal
boast a terrific punch. Includteams.
ed in the finest array of backs
ever assembled at Tigertown
are such luminaries as Jim
Belden Cable
Buffalo Mufflers
Reynolds, Carol Cox, Mike KinFederal
Ball
Bearings
Allied
Piston Pins
ney,
and
Bonneau
Brodie.
These boys handle the ball-carPhone 382
Seneca, S. C.
rying chores while such demons as Wyndie Wyndham,
Dick Hendley, Bobby Williams,
and Tom Coursey go on defensive duty.
MAKE THE

Clemson Student (alls For Backing Of
Football Team And Says Less Talk

Interest Mounting

In Intramural Play

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.

Even the most rabid Tiger supporter is compelled to admit that
the Furman lineup includes some.
great ball players. Wham is one
of the best ends ever produced at
Furman; Sonny Horton, a pile
driving sophomore fullback, has
great potentialities of making a
real name for himself; George
Pruitt is a fine passer and a capable man in anybodys language.
AlsB; in Paul Stombough, the
Purples have a kicker that ranks
with the best in the nation. These
are only a few.

CHANDLER

As a whole, the House of
Howard appears to be superior
to their Hornet foes, but time
alone will tell. Furman will
throw everything they have into
this battle. First of all, Coach
Smith's proteges will be seeking revenge for the humility
they suffered for the last thirteen years.
Secondly, Saturday is Furman Homecoming
Day—no more need be said
about that. Lastly, comes perhaps the most important reason—their opponent is Clemson.

Tennis Ladder
i. Claire Draper
2. Harold Littlejohn
3. Lewis Calvert
4. Joe Black
5. Grady Strom
6. Ben McLeod
7. D. C. LeGrand
8. C. D. Coleman
9. Jack Neil
10. Harry Merritt
11. Vernon Smith
12. Abe White

YOUR HEADQUARTERS
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager

Anderson, S. C.

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

(OX SANDWICH
& SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina
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Af tie motions her hus6ana*
■■"vsti'mate,

/[fai&'tfuotfa-'s partner
d/doe/ate
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'Atrew'Shorts are u^afs needed}
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53
168
130
132
135
160
181
PA
14
34
34
27
57
57
136
34

CALHOUN HOTEL

For the best seat in the house
tSafSfakef* No chafing
center seam

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

ask us for ARROW SHORTS!

If you have a deep seated conviction that something is

Here's why.

creeping up on you, your trouble is ill-fitting shorts.*

1. No chafing center seam—extra room in crotch.
2. Generous cut and fine material—will wear longer.
3. Choice of several models—oxford or broadcloth. $1.25
up. Arrow undershirts...85* up. "T" shirts...$1 up.

For real comfort below decks, see your Arrow dealer for
Arrow shorts and you'll have the best seat in the house I

$1.25 up

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

ARROW SHIRTS
a*-

SOUTH CAROLINA

—

STEWART-MERRITT CO., INC.
16 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

—*>

TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

SwwVAV.S ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES wAU VW m ■nr 3
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Freddie Cone Leads Country Gentlemen To 33-20 Victory Over Duquesne
Sportfacts
in
Focus
By DICK RAINES
Everyone' else seems to be giving a bit of well deserved
praise to Fred Cone, so I might as well put in my two cents
worth. Furious Fred certainly deserves all the praise that
he has received in various newspapers throughout the country. I just hope that this small amount of publicity given
him helps to boost his chances for making the first eleven on
this year's All-Southern Conference honor squad. At present, Fred is tied for third place in the Conference scoring.
Since the Tigers haven't been too successful this season,
Cone's chances of All Conference honors will undoubtedly be
hindered. However, I'm sure that thgse sports casters who
have seen the 'Alabama Dynamo" perform will certainly cast
their votes in his favor. Jack Cloud, William and Mary senior, will probably prove to be Freddie's main competitor.
Since Cloud is a senior, the chances of his being placed on
the dream team are quite favorable, but senior or not senior,
Furious Fred, the "Dynamite Maurader", is still this writer's
choice as the Southern Conference's Mr. Fullback of 1949.
FURMAN STUDENTS SEEM CONFIDENT—
While glancing through the Furman student paper,
the Bug or rather The Hornet, I ran across a rather humorous article. This particular article with the question,
"Do you think that the Purple Hurricane will beat Clemson this year?" This question was asked to numerous
male and female students. Postulates certainly do not
apply to football, although you'd think so after looking
over some of the comments made by some of the Hurricane supporters. Most of their students thought that
since Furman was able to upset Carolina and since Carolina defeated us, that it was only natural to expect a
victory for the Purples. One lass from the Zoo said,
"We'll win if they (Furman) try." Another Furman coed stated that "If they really play good, we should win."
That's really a brilliant statement. The only intelligent
statement by a Furman cohort was made by Coach Red
Smith. Coach Smith admitted that the Hurricane defense in all probability wouldn't hold the Bengals under three touchdowns. I believe the Bengals will deflate
the Hurricane by a two or three touchdown margin.
TIGERS LEAD IN FURMAN SERIES
Clemson and Furman have met on the gridiron 36 times
prior to this season. The Bengals have come through with
18 triumphs, while the Purple Hurricane has been on the long
end of 14 occasions. Four tilts have ended in deadlocks.
Clemson's most impressive victory came in 1915, when the
men from Tigertown romped over the Purples 99 to 0. The
past two seasons have been onesided victories for the Tigers.
Furman hasn5t had a victory over the Tigs in 13 years, and
they're still apt.to be tasteless after this week's contest in
Sirrine Stadium.
HURRICANE HAS GOOD DEFENSE
In the past, Furman has relied heavily on its defense to subdue favored opponents. The Hurricanes have
a definite advantage over the Tigers in the defensive
department judging from past performances. Furman
will be facing a heavier forward wall this week. The
Tigers first string averages around 204, while the Purples have a forward wall average of around 196 pounds.
Since the Wind will be on home soil, their forwards
should be attempting, at least, to play their finest game
of the season. Furman's Breeze will be counting on the
passing of Pruitt and the running of Jasonek and Horton
to supply their offense. The Wind will undoubtedly be
hurling many passes since the Tigers pass defense is
rather appalling. However, I don't think that any Furman passer can be compared with some of the other fine
passing specialists that the Tigers have encountered this
season. Horton and Jasonek are a pair of fine running
backs, but the question is, can you compare these two
men in the same breath with Clemson's "Gold Dust"
twins, Cone and Matthews?
Furious Fred and Ragin
Ray are very likely to supply the difference in the two
elevens. Just how Red Smith and his charges can stop
these two lads is something that the other Tig opponents
have been wondering. Even if the Wind can stifle one
of these great backs, the other could run wild.
Last
week's contest was a good example.
LOOKS LIKE THE ZOO'S HOMECOMING
IS GONNA BE SPOILED
Not only will the Tigers be on the long end of the score
come the final gun, but the Wind's homecoming celebration
wil lalso come to a sad standstill. The only thing left for the
Furman hasn't had a victory over the Tigs in 13 years, and
the Paradise Cafe (to the rear of the Poinsett Hotel.) Meantime, the Tiger sports staff will be holding their victory celebration in the Poinsett (proper).
AUBURN PLAINSMEN TO BE LAST TIG OPPONENT
After this week's Furman fray, the House of Howard
has but one remaining tilt. The Auburn Plainsmen, who
are improving steadily every week, will be facing the
Tigers in Mobile, Alabama.
Last year the men from
Auburn came within an inch of upsetting the Tigers, as
they lost out in the final quarter by a 7 to 6 score. The
Plainsmen dropped the Miss. State Maroons a couple of
weeks ago, 25 to 6, while the best the Tigs could do was a
7-7 deadlockk. Auburn also played the powerful Tulane
Wave a fine game, losing out 14 to 6. A win by Clemson
should put them in winning stride for next season, but

they'll have to give all they've got if victory is to be theirs.

Bengals Regain Winning Ways Against
Dukes In Last Game Of

Indian's Ragazzo
Still Loop Leader

Clemson's Tigers roared from behind in the second half
Vito Ragazzo, William and
to romp over the Duquesne University 33 to 20 before a small
Mary
end, continues to lead the
crowd of 10,000 fans at Memorial Stadium Saturday.
Southern Conference scoring paFullback Fred Cone was the dominant feature in the
rade with 72 points scored.
Tig^r victory. Furious Fred thundered for three scores,
Right behind Ragazzo are
Washington and Lee's Dugoff and
as re continued to make a bid for All-Southern. The huDuke fullback Mounie. Both have
man cannon ball romped through the Dukes' forward
tallied 9 times each and are tied
for 139 yards on 15 trys for an average of 9.2 yards per
for. the second spot with 54 points.
attempt. Cone ran 15 and 47 yards for scores andt ook a
Fred Cone, Clemson's bruispass from Ray Matthews on the Dukes 30 and raced the
ing fullback, cracked over three
touchdowns against Duquesne.
remaining distance for the marker. Gillooly, Duquesne
Saturday night to move into a
defense man, was flattened on the pass while attempting
tie for third place with Billy
HH
to tackle the 'Bama dynamo.
Cox, Duke tailback. Each has
UP
48 points.
The men from Pittsburgh were
paced by Ralph Longmore, and then suffered a 15 yard penalty
Mike So.uchak has scored only
John Duchess. These two backs which nullified the play. Cone, two TDs but has kicked 30 extra
were the main cogs in the touch- however, crashed through the roints to put him in fourth place.
down drives put on by the Blue Dukes forward for 18 yards. Mat- Ragazzo, W & M 8 12 0 0 72
and Red. Longmore gained 61 thews added four. Cone slid off Dugoff, W & L ..
0
54
ii
yards in 14 attempts and Duchness1 guard for five and a first down on Mounie, Duke .. .
54
0
campiled a total of 70 yards in 13 the Dukes' 15.
Cox, Duke - - - .
48
0
attempts. The efforts of these two
Cone, Clemson ..
8
48
lads made up more than three
Then Furious Fred smashed Souchak, Duke ...
42
30
fourths of the Dukes total yardage through the middle of the red Lex, W & M
40
16
and blue line for the score. Lavine, Maryland
gained rushing.
0
36
Chandler's attempt went wide Justice, N. C. .. .
0
36
Besides Cone's 139 yards rushing
Ragin Ray Mathews is shown dashing past Duqu;sne defender Charles Rapp for the Tigers second
and the score was all tied up at Bocetti, W & L .. .
36
0
tally in Saturday night's game. End Glenn Smitii (84) can be seen in the zackground placing a
and his 30 yard gain on a pass,
20-20. Neither team threaten- Matthews, Clem. _ 8
0
36
block on a Duke player. The Tigers went on to win the fray 33 to 20 in a brilliant second half disMatthews netted 23 yards in 11
ed after this and the third canto O'Quinn, Wake F. 9
0
36
play of power.
~v
carries. Matthews also racked
ended with the score still in a
up six points which brought his
deadlock.
season total to 36.
Clemson Takes Lead
ward an undefeated season, but I Saturday by downing a previously
believe the Greefi Wave has what unbeaten. Cornell eleven. PrinceClemson made eight first downs
The Dukes were forced to punt
it takes to stop the Virginians ton won't be quite as tough as the
to the opponents 11 and rushed 247 to begin the fourth quarter. Calj Big Red, so I look for a triumph
yard to the enemy's 155. In total vert returned the kick 10 yards to
Last week's results greatly imGeorgia over Duquesne—I'm string of victories.
offense, the Tigers amassed a total the Dukes' 34 . Cone rammed proved my average, as I was able getting tired of picking the BullGeorgetown over George Wash- .by the mS Green.
ington-^The Hoyas of Georgetown; Brown over Columbia — Alof 340 yards to 217 for the Dukes center for six and Poulous snatchto pick 83 % of last Saturday's dogs to win and then read in Sun- have come up with several sur- though Brown is the smallest of the
of Duquesne. The Tigers punted ed a pass for 10.
However the
day's
paper
wher
they
were
either
well, averaging 43.3 yards per kick. Tigs were penalized shortly there- games correctly. Naturally the knocked off or tied. So, if the prises this season. G. W., the Big Ivy League they have one of the
usual number of upsets occurred
Little Sister of the Southern Con- leagues finest teams. Blue Lou
Tigs Score
after and were hurled back to the
and
several previously undefeat- Dogs don't take this one God help ference, just hasn't come up with will be black after this one.
Clemson kicked off to Duquesne Duquesne 30 .yard strip. Matthews
'em
next
week.
I
look
for
the
to start the fracas. Rapp carried promptly hurled a pass to Furious ed elevens bit the dust for the men from Athens to stop the Dukes enough stuff this year to stop the
Pitt over Penn State — Pittsfor 4., Longmore was thrown for Fred Cone who just refused to be first time. Two of the biggest by four touchdowns.
Hoyas.
burgh,
you will remember, pullecT
a six. After a 12 yard kickoff re- stopped as he ran over two Dukes surprises were the N. C. State win
Yale over Harvard—Two weak a brilliant upset in last season's
Duke over North Carolina^-I'm
over
Wake
Forest
and
T.
C.
U.'s
turn, the Dukes lost the ball on and scored standing up. Chandler
really sticking my neck out on this rivals will be going all out in hope contest with the Nittany Lions.
their 18 yard strip when Poulos split the upights and the score triumph over the Texas Longhorns. one, but I think the Blue Devils of a win. Harvard is having its This year's tilt ^should not be any
took the ball from Duchess. The moved to 27 to 20 in favor of the I might add it was a great feeling have a fair chance of an upset vic- worst season in 75 years, and just surprise as the Panthers should
to see the Tigers get back into the
Tigers scored shortly thereafter Bengals.
win column. This will be my last tory. They'll be playing the con- seems to be a little weaker than win by a touchdown or more.
when Matthews ran to the five and
Michigan over Ohio State—This
After the Dukes were forced week of predictions, as there won't test in Durham, which Ts all in their rivals, the,Bulldogs of Yale.
lateralled to Mike Kinney who
to punt following the next kick, be an issue of The Tiger out next their favor. Besides, most teams So, the Bulldogs to stop the Crim- one will no doubt be a rough and
scampered across the double strips
tough affair as the Conference
the Tigers began another drive. week due to the Thanksgiving aren't the same after encountering son by a touchdown.
for the first score. Chandler conthe Irish of N. D.
Dartmouth over Princeton—The title and trip to California will be
Cone crashed center for eight holidays.
verted and the Tigs led 7-0.
(Continued on Page 6)'
yards before Paesano tackled.
So, here's my last look at the
Miami over Florida—The Hur- Indians upset the apple cart last
ricanes
have
been
playing
more
On
an
end
around,
Poulos
latergames
for
this
season.
/
After an exchange of punts the
ailed to Calvert for 11. In anDukes fumbled again, this time
Clemson over Furman — Many consistant ball than the Gators
other moment Cone broke observers over in Greenville seem have. Florida could and probably
on the Clemson 44 yard line.
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
through the middle of the Blue to think well enough of their Pur- will make the contest an exciting
Billy Grigsby recovered for the
at
uniformed northerners, and with ple Hurricanes to give Clemson affair but I look for the Miamians
Tigers. After Matthews failed,
a fierce block thrown by Wyndie and seven. Frankly, I look for to eke out a close decision.
Cone rammed center for five and
Wyndham, the safety man, the the Tigers to outscore the Purples
added four more at the same
Kentucky over Tennesse e—
Alabama Assassain thundered by two touchdowns. Furious Fred Kaintuck performed well in their
spot. On fourth down, ripped
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant
47 yards for the final Tiger tally. and Ragin' Ray will be the dif- decisive win over Florida and
off eight more yards and a first
Chandler's PAT was no good and ference.
down on the Duquesne 40. Cone
should be a shade better than the
the score stood at 33 to 20.
ran for another first down and
Georgia Tech over South Caro- visiting men from Tennessee. The
Calvert raced for 21 yards
The Tigers put on another drive lina—It'll be the same ole story as Vols are capable of an upset, but
around end to the Dukes 10. in the last minutes of play, but a far as the 'Cocks are concerned— I'll string along with the WildCome lammed for three and 'pass interception on the goal line another defeat. The dazzeling cats just to be on the safe side.
Matthews took a handoff from by Duquesne halted the drive. The Tech defense should trip the visitTulane over Virginia—This one
Cone and slipped right past the Dukes just didn't have time to do ing South Carolinians by two or should be a real thriller. The
GREENVILLE
Duke defenders to go over the anything and the tilt came to a perhaps more scores.
Cavaliers are presently headed togoal standing up. Chandler's toe close with the Pittsburghers deep
was true and the lead built up in their own territory.
South Carolina's Leading Store For
14 to 0.
VISIT

, iiiiifc

Predictions For This Week's Games

MAYFAIR GRILL

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

Duke Fights Back
The Tigers defense seemed to
disintergrate from this point on.
Mainly through the efforts of
Longmore, the Dukes drove down
the field for their first tally. Longmore scored on a run from the
Clemson 16 yard line. Their try
for the PAT was good and the
score changed to 14 to 7. After
the Tigers were forced to kick,
following the next kickoff, the
Dukes began another drive. This
time they mixed an aerial attack
along with their running game.
Lahosky's pass to Kirdle ended the
drive with another six points. The
conversion was blocked and the
Tigers managed to hold on to their
lead 14 to 13.
After the kick off that started
the second half, the Dukes stopped the Tigers cold. The Tigs
punted and the Pittsburgers began to go again. This time the
drive started from the Tig 47;
Lahosky pitched to Rapp for
two, and Longmore ran around
end for 24 yards and a first down
on the Bengals 16. Squires
caught Lahosky's pass after juggleing it momentarily and stepped across the goal to put the
Dukes in the lead. This time
the conversion was good and
Duquesne moved into the lead,
20 to 14.
The Tigers reached their 45
after the next kickoff as Matthews,
Cone and Calvert carried the ball.
Calvert hit Poulous with a 13 yard
aerial and passed to Matthews who
ran for 16 yards before being
knocked out of bounds. Clemson

Chick Gainer How
Coaching At North
Carolina School
Last year, the North Carolina
School for the Deaf didn't win a
single game, scored only 36 points
all year, and had a miserable football season in general.
This year brings about an entirely different situation. Today the
NCSD Bears are among the few
unbeaten high school teams in the
state and are leading all schools
in scoring with 281 points against
33 scored against them. The Bears
are considered. one of the top offensive aggregations in North Carolina and are pretty high on defense, too.
It all started when Carrol
(Chick) Gainer, former Clemson
Gator Bowl standout, took over
the coaching reins this fall. Chick
has developed a highly respected
eleven in North Carolina sports
circles and is now looking for a
high school bowl bid.
Chick has one end who has
scored 58 points so far this season, all of them coming on pass
plays, and a backfield composed
mostly of players who don't weigh
in at more than 160 pounds but are
as fast as lightning.
The NCSD followers are confident that they are the most improved eleven in the North Carolina high school circle and, too,
that they have one of the topI notch coaches around those parts.

Argyle Plaid Socks ....
$3.50
Nylon Socks ....
$1.00
Solid Color Wool Socks
$1.50
See HOKE SLOAN'S New Slacks
CHARLIE'S SPECIAL SAUCE
On Sale at Ballentine's Super Market

18 E. Coffee Street

Greenville, S. C

"Clemson Headquarters in Greenville"

ANDERSON, S. C.
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OLD SPICE MUG

$1.00

CREAM OIL

OLD SPICE LOTION

VITALIS

$1.20
90c
59c
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Y
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49c
SEAFORTH MUGS

$1.00

$1.20

SHAVING
BRUSHES

$1.00 up

£kaptt
WITH A
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POLAROID

^^%/CAMERA
Think of the fun you can have with
a camera that gives you the finished
picture in a minute! Show your guests
their pictures while the party is still
going on. Make sure you've got once
in-a-lifetime vacation scenes, wed}
dings, family gatherings. Only the
Polaroid Camera lets you see your
pictures as you take them — at the
very moment they mean the most.

MAHDEEN
SHAEFFER
PARKER
FOUNTAIN PENS
FINE LINE
PENCILS

..J

$1.00

L. C. Martin Drug Company

X P. S. McCollum, Owner
k
♦♦♦

FITCH'S

MENNENS SHAV. CREAM

fY

Y

KREML

MENNENS SKIN BRACER

RAZOR BLADES
ALL MAKES

Y
Y

LUCKY TIGER

OLD SPICE TALC

SEAFORTH LOTION

Y

Hair
Tonics

News
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CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE

Men and Young Men

The Anderson Hardware Co.

Clemson, S. C.
THE REX ALL STORE

«3

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

r e

i Hoots of Culture r%Zi» ?% #
HAMGST THANKSGIVINGS
ABBAS OLD AS HARVESTS

\
)

INCAS OFANCIENTPERU OB■:- SERVED THANKSGIVING WITH
'■'' GIFTS OFSHEEP TV TUB GOP
MAYZ, FROM WHOSE NAME
COMES VURWORD, "MAIZE*
OR CORN.
CENTURIES BEFORE WE
PILGR/M FATHERS, THE
IROQUOIS INDIANS CELEBRATED HARVEST THANKSGIVING WITH DANCING
AND PRAYER TO THE
GREAT SP/RIT

Ot,R THANKSGIVING GIFTS,
WO.FEATURE THE HOME, ^
AND tNCWDE: BEAUTIFUL
SILVER, SUCH AS PLATES,
*
PITCHERS, TRAYS AND
?
FINE CHINA AND DAMASK^

Emory University Professor Presents
Written Surrey Value Textile To South
By DANIEL SMALL
Textile Editor

changing farm pattenr foseterd by
the availability of industrial jobs
is clearly reflected in agricultural
statictics.

Predictions
(Continued from Page 5)

Clemson Student Calls Alpha Phi Omega Will Two Gates For Clem.
(Continued from Page 4)

decided at Ann Arbor this Sat- over, we should be behind them
urday. It'll be close, but the Wol- 100%, because most of us can reverrines should take a hard fought
member this same situation back
decision.
in 1947. We were playing DuMinnesota over Wisconsin—The quesne and had a few previous to
Gophers will be going all out to this one, but we were starting a
win this one as they still might streak that made many Tiger fans
figure in the Rose Bowl deal. The roar before it was over. If we
Badgers are improving each week could have kept our '48 team for
and should give the men from another year or so, we could have
Minneapolis, some trouble, but at had another great season, but we
the final count it'll be another might as well face the facts—the
win for the Golden Gophers.
Gator Bowl team is gone, and it
Notre Dame over Iowa — Pure will take time to produce another
slaughter . . . need I say more?
winner. If we have one next year,
think the Wildcats have been the it will make everybody happy, but
biggest disappointment of the if we don't come up with a winner,
western Conterence this season. just remember that no one wants
While the Fighting Illini are no one more than the boys who are
world beaters, but • they have playing and the coaches who are
enough fight in 'em to bop the coaching them. Don't let anyone
say they aren't trying, because
visiting 'Cats.
they are trying ten times as hard
Purdue over Indiana—This tilt
as the guy who is doing all the
marks the annual "Ole Oaken talking.
Jbucket" contest. From here, it
looks like another P will be addThen we have the "talkers",
ed to the chain.
from the other parts of this state.
Southern Methodist over Bay- The boys who kid you about
lor—Doak Walker turned in one
of his best games of this current losing a few games. Don't think
season last week, and with the for one minute that they don't
uoaker again in form it will be remember our all winning team
another win for the Mustangs. The of '48, because they do. They
Bears can't be completely counted will try bard to get your goat,
out, but I pick S. M. U. by six.
but just ask them to tell you of
Rice over T. C. U.—The horned their great teams and they won't
Frogs pulled a mild upset last week
in edging a favored Texas eleven. bother you much after that.
Rice, however, is headed for the They also know that the Tigers
Southwestern Conference cham- will rise again and they want to
pionship and won't be stopped at have their fun while they can.
this stage in the game.
They might remember Gage and
Oklahoma over Santa Clare—I'd Matthews, Martin and Cone,
say the Sooners will be out to Thompson and Poulos, Clanton
avenge their loss of last year. The
and Gillespie, Prince and SalisBronkos have plenty on the ball,
but the Oklahomans rank with bury, Moore and Miller as long
the Big Four and are just too as we do, because they know that
powerful for the Californians.
they were great and they never
Oregon State over Oregon—By had a team to match them. It
virtue of their defeat of Michigan was a great team, a team that
State, 1 must cast my vote in fa- will go down in the history of
vor of the Beavers. Of course, sports as one of the greatest, if
these two schools are big rivals
and anything can happen in tilts of
this nature.
N. C. State, Washington State over
Southern California over the U. Washington, and West Virginia
C. L. A.—This one is gonna be
real close. I'll take the Trojans over Western Reserve.

An aspect of the textile industry
overlooked by many trade obser- EXPANDING INDUSTRY TOOK
UP SLACK
vers is the importance of its mills
Between 1920 and 1925 the boll
to the community in which they
are located. In the "Griffin weevil reduced cotton acreage in
Story," just published by the the country from 41,000 to 18,000.
American Cotton Manufacturers This body blow to what was then
Association, this is graphically il- the major source of farm income
would have been even more cataslustrated for one typical town in trophic had there not been an exthe South where mechanization panding industrial* city nearby. and their margin of victory proband crop diversification are plac- Spurred by the boll weevil and ably won't be over a TD, if that.
ing an increasing burden for eco- aided by industrial wages, the
California over Stanford—Cal is
nomic balance upon industry.
County's agriculture is being currently the number four eleven
This study of a small Georgia rapidly dirersified. By 1945, land and are well on the way to an■^Sbmmuxiity was prepared for the planted to cotton had declined other undefeated and untied season. However, the Indians will be
I associatfcn by Dr. Buford Brandis, further to 7,800 acres.
Associate Professor of Business
Eloquent of a more prosperous going all out in hopes of an upAdministration, Emory University, agriculture is the fact that while set, so this might be pretty close.
Atlanta. It reveals how the town four out of five farms in the
Also:
achieved over the years a balance country were tenant-operated in
Alabama over Miss. Southern,
of agriculture and industry that 1920, this ratio had dropped to one Mich. State over Arizona, Boston
has yielded a considerable rise in out of two by 1945. Spalding Coun- U. over St. Bonaventure, Arkanall-around living standards.
ty has become one of the leading sas over Wm. and Mary, Missouri
Griffin, county seat of Spalding counties in the Southeast for the over Kansas, Oklahoma A & M
County (pop. 28,400), was selected growing of small grains and les-. over Wichita, San Francisco over
by Dr. Brandis for his study be- pedeza for seed.
Marquette, St. Mary's over San
cause it is typical of the State of
Much acreage is now given over Jose State, Colgate over Syracuse^
Georgia and is, in fact, typical of
to
high-grade pastures for graz- Tulsa over Kansas State, Vandermany areas in the South in this
ing
and hay production. Between bilt over Marshall Villanova over
postwar industrial expansion era.
1940 and 1945, indeed, the value
In Griffin today, Professor of livestock products increased
Brandis states, as in Georgia as more than three-fold, while the
a whole, the textile industry is the value of dairy products doubled.
major employer of industrial labor
Griffin's 1948 retail sales almost
and it is that industry in Griffin,
tripled
1939's.
as in the State, which has spear"Clearly," Professor Brandis
Clemson, S. C.
headed the economic revival. In
the words of Professor Brandis, sums up, "one of the dynamic fac"the textile industry was Grif- tors in Griffin's amazing progress
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
fin's self-made 'Marshall Plan'." since the 1880's has been the growing
textile
industry
.
.
.
but
GrifNov. 18 and 19
Tracing progress from just after
the Civil War when 37 per cent fin could never have accomplished
of the population of Spalding its amazing feat of bootstrap
"WE WERE
County was destituee, the study economics without a keen awareSTRANGERS"
ness
of
the
interdependence
of
all
discloses that there were 1,000 industrial wage earners in Griffin phases of its economic life. That
With John Garfield
in 1900 and annual wages paid Griffin has succeeded where other
Jennifer Jones
were less than a quarter of a mil- areas may have failed is not due
lion dollars. In 1949, the textile solely to the success of either inMONDAY, TUESDAY
industry alone, with 5,900 em- dustry or agriculture but is instead
ployes, paid out 5.8 million dollars directly attributable to the mutual
November 21 and 22
in wages in Griffin and its en- success of both."
virons during the first half of the
"MADAME
year.
Without the 'payroll this indusBOVARY"
Clemson men are
try has provided for the area, the
■f
with
Jennifer Jones
transition to urban life and modalways welcome at
ernized agriculture and the steady
Van Heflin
rise in living standards, could not
have taken place, the study makes
DAVENPORT'S
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 23
clear. Payroll dollars of Spalding
one
of
the
South's
County industry help finance new
"FOLLOW ME
and improved agricultural pracfinest university
tices. The industrial labor force
QUIETLY"
of Griffin comes mostly from the
shops.
Come
in
With
Wm. Lundigan
nearby farms. Many farm families supplement their income imto shop or just to
THURSDAY, NOV. 24
portantly by sending one or more
members into the mills. The

CLEMSON
THEATRE

look around

Font's Camera Shop

DAVENPORT'S

"Between the Banks"

207 N. Main Street
GREENVILLE

ANDERSON, S. C.

"MAKE MINE
LAUGHS"
With Ray Bolger

See a Good Show in
Modern Comfort

W.S.N.W.atllSO
ON YOUR DIAL
Presents this Saturday for your listening pleasure the
University of Alabama Crimson Tide vs. the Ga. Tech
Yellow Jackets.
Presents this Saturday for your listening pleasure the
USC Gamecocks vs. the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets.

STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Anderson

Thursday, November 17, 1949

W.S.N.W. in Seneca
* For Easy Listening *k
Ojpjtith* W4», bosnr & Mvm

TOBACCO CO.

Sponsor Food Drive

Students At Furman

Forest Suggs, president of Alpha Phi Omega, national service
fraternity, has announced that
the club will conduct its annual
food drive after the Thanksgiving
dinner in the college mess hall.
For the past several years the
fraternity has successfully collected the excess food and has
distributed it to needy families
in this locale.
The majority of the food collected has been given to the Calhoun colored school to supplement their Thanksgiving dinner.
The student body is requested
to help by leaving any excess
food in the containers which will
be placed at all mess hall doors.

Clemson students' and their
dates attending the Clemson-Furman game will be seated in sections one, two ,three, and onehalf of four in the stands at Sirrine Stadium in Greenville.

not the greatest, in South Caroina football.
Talk For Clemson
Now if you want to do some
talking about Clemson, go out and
talk to some good high school
players and get them to enter
Clemson. We can use all we can
get and the talk about a losing
football team doesn't help the situation. The words are wasted when
they are used in that manner, but
they could be used to better Clemson, better the football team and
last but not least, better yourself
as a Clemson man. Let's not have
another year like '46 when the
spirit wa all but gone from the
campus. Insttead, let's look towards another year like '48 when
the Tigers' roar was echoed from
the shores of New England to the
sunshine of Florida.

There will be two gates
through which Clemson students
will be admitted, one on Cleveland Street and one on Pearl
Avenue. Signs will be posted
at each gate in order to prevent
confusion.
The regular athletic credentials
will be required such as date
tickets and athletic ticket books.

Woman's College To
Sponsor Open House
Clemson's Baptist students and
their friends are invited to an
open house at the Long Parlors on
the Woman's College campus of
Furman University,
Saturday,
Nov. 19, after the Clemson-Furman football game. The open
house will last until six p. m. The
hosts will be the Furman University Baptist Student Union.
The invitation was extended
through Miss Mary Francis Davis,
director of religious activities at
the Woman's College.

Students at Clemson

STONE BROTHERS
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

COMPLIMENTS

SAM'S LUNCH
GREENVILLE, S. C.
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

If you have material, bring it to
us and we will make you a beautiful suit, top coat, sport coat or
slacks.
All Are Expertly Tailored to
Your Measurements

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
116 West Whitner Street

Anderson, S. C.

